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Raceway packing their bags
By Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve Kannon
OBSERVER STAFF

Members of the
W o o l w i c h
A g r i c u l t u r a l
Society will vote

May 21 on a new $15 million
funding package that will see the
Elmira Raceway relocated to
Elora.

Members to vote May 21 on funding package for new raceway near Elora
An agreement on the

financing deal from the Ontario
Lottery and Gaming
Corporation (OLGC) will seal
the fate of  the existing facility
on Snyder Avenue. The new
raceway, including 200 slot
machines, could be open for
business as soon as next spring.

“We are, of  course, happy that
we’ve finally got the financing in

place,” Ag. Society president
Don Jewitt said May 8. “The
board has been working on this
for a long time. We’re looking to
move forward.”

Ag. Society bylaws require the
special general meeting of  the
membership in order to
mortgage or dispose of  property.
Approximately 86 members will
be able to vote – eligibility falls

to current members 18 years of
age or older with two years of
consecutive membership behind
them. Voters must also be
residents of  Waterloo Region or
Wellington or Perth counties,
said Jewitt.

Many of  those deemed eligible
are longstanding exhibitors at
the Elmira Fall Fair –
membership in the Ag. Society

is a requirement to participate
in fair contests.

“A good number of  the
members are exhibitors at the
fair. They’re interested in
knowing ‘is the fair going to
continue? Will there be prize
lists?’ I don’t see whether we’re
in Elmira or Elora has any
major significance – a great

(SEE AG. SOCIETY PAGE 2)
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The unveiling of  a new
subdivision plan for
Conestogo saw a full
house at Woolwich

council chambers May 7 as
neighbours came to express
their concerns.

Featuring 21 lots for single-
family homes, the project is
slated for lands fronting on
Sawmill Road, just east of  Golf
Course Road. The houses, on
large lots, would start at
$375,000.

The May 7 public planning
meeting was the first step in
acquiring a zone change needed
to let the project get rolling.
Owner Klondike Investments
proposes to both develop the
building lots on the 10-acre site
and construct the homes,
according to the company’s
planning consultant, Paul

Developer
plans 21-unit
subdivision

for Conestogo
Neighbours express concerns about
project at public planning meeting

Britton of MHBC Planning Ltd.
Residents of  existing homes

on either side of  the site turned
out to register their reservations
about the project, however.

For Gary Petker, who lives just
west of  the site, the plan poses
safety concerns. His property
has a large pond, which is a
potential hazard if  a new
subdivision abuts his land, he
told councillors.

“It is quite probable that
someone will get hurt someday
if  you increase the number of
[people] on the property.”

He, along with other
neighbours, expressed concern
about groundwater quality and
the handling of  runoff  where
the land slopes down toward the
Grand River.

Water quality was also a
concern for Donald Stroh.

“I object because there has
been no environmental

(SEE UPSCALE PAGE 2)
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More than 400 people
have signed a
petition asking
W o o l w i c h

No more one-way, please
WRONG WAY Norm Stanitis can’t conduct business with Riverside Drive as a one-way street.

Township to end the one-way
experiment on Elmira’s
Riverside Drive East.

Local firms say they can’t do
business if  the route continues
to block vehicles that want to
turn left from Arthur Street on

to Riverside Drive. Truckers
and farmers who move large
machinery say they are forced
to make an awkward left-hand
turn from Arthur to Church
Street in order to head east.

JOANNE PEACH

(SEE RESIDENTS PAGE 7)
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number of  our exhibitors
are from outside this
particular community,” he
said.

The $15 million package
includes $8.4 million to
build new facilities on the
68-acre site near Elora and
$3.5 million for
infrastructure costs and
site work.

More than $1.1 million
spent to buy the land,
located at Wellington
County Rds. 7 and 21, came
from the Ag. Society’s own
funds.

A favourable
membership vote would
endorse the financing deal
and permit the
organization to sell
surplus land – the entire
42-acre site in Elmira and
12 acres of  the land at the
site of  the new raceway in
Centre Wellington
Township, he said.

Money from the sale of
the land would be applied
to the $15 million debt, he
said, adding the
organization has no
formal appraisals of  the
properties’ worth.

With the initial site work
already tendered,
construction on the new
facility could begin as soon
as the paperwork is
completed, he added.

“We sent out tenders
back in the fall. They’ve
come back and we’ve put
them on hold pending final
approvals,” said Jewitt.
“We may be able to move –
I’m not sure how soon. It
would depend today on the
availability of  the
contractors and their
timing. I would hope, if
they’re prepared to move
forward, we can do that as
quickly as all the
signatures are in place.”

Approval, however, is not
being taken for granted,
although the board of
directors has not explored
the what-ifs of  a ‘no’ vote.

“I would be extremely
disappointed. I suppose
that’s an option the board
has not fully considered –
if  that was the case, the
board would need to sit
back and get direction
from its membership as to
where it needs to go,” said
Jewitt.

“It would put everything
in jeopardy, obviously. This
has been a four- or five-
year process for the board
– to come to this point has
not been easy. It’s been well
thought out and debated,
both internally and
externally. Where we are
today has not been a quick
or easy decision; we would

assessment, nor
hydrological survey done
on this environmentally
sensitive area. There is a
stream that has run
continuously through our
property which has its
source in the headwaters
of  the bush/wetland
area.”

The project’s impact on
groundwater would be
regulated by the Region of
Waterloo, said Britton.
The Grand River
Conservation Authority
(GRCA) would be studying
the bush area on the north
side of  the project prior to
the project moving
forward.

Municipal water and
sanitary sewage services
would be extended from

hope that our membership
understands that and
supports us.”

The Ag. Society must
also work out final details
of  its agreement with
OLGC, including the
provincial agency’s needs
for the slots facility, said
spokesman Jim Cronin.

“We are still in the
process of  working out the
leasehold agreement with
the Agricultural Society.
Once that’s complete, the
next step for us would be
to meet with the
municipality to sign the
municipal revenue-
sharing agreement. The
municipality will get five
per cent of  the gross slot
revenues.”

That five per cent share
is expected to bring more
than $1 million annually to
the coffers of  Centre
Wellington. Under
provincial guidelines, 75
per cent of  the revenues go
to the province, 10 per cent
to the track operator, 10 per
cent to the horsemen and
five per cent to the host
municipality.

The loss of  those
potential revenues, along
with the economic loss of
a significant employer, will
be the first impact of the
move on Woolwich
Township if  the new
facility, to be called the
Grand River Raceway, goes
ahead as planned.

The current township
council made some effort
to have the Ag. Society stay
in Woolwich, but could not
undo the actions set in
motion by decision of  the
previous council. In the
fall of  1999, councillors of
the day rejected a bid to
place slots at the existing
raceway or to move the
facility elsewhere in the
township.

Seeing a need for slot
revenue to stay
competitive with other
racetracks, the Ag. Society
found the site near Elora
and pursued a zoning
change with an eager
Centre Wellington
Township. The plans
survived an Ontario
Municipal Board hearing
and two court challenges.

Despite what appears to
be an imminent decision,
the move would not mean
the demise of the Ag.
Socity, said Jewitt.

“This is not the end of
the Woolwich Ag. Society.
The Ag. Society is merely
changing locations as it’s
changed its location in the
past. We will continue to
exist as the Woolwich Ag.
Society.”

the Hazad Construction
subdivision already
approved on lands
adjacent the Conestoga
Golf  and Country Club,
said Britton.

That project, approved
last year, calls for the
construction of  some 65
units, a combination of
single-family homes and
twin villas (semi-detached
units). A new sewage
treatment system will
built by the developer and
operated by the region.

Dave Gosnay, Woolwich’s
director of  engineering
and planning, said the
Hazad project only
required final design
approvals before
proceeding.

“Every indication is that
they’re prepared to go

ahead quickly,” he said
May 8. “They’ve done
their engineering
drawings, they’ve made
arrangements with the
region to get going with
the sanitary treatment
system, so the indication
is they’re anxious to get
going.”

If  the golf  course project
moves ahead soon,
neighbours will not likely
have to worry about
s i m u l t a n e o u s
construction at the
proposed subdivision. The
plans are only
preliminary at this stage,
said Gosnay, adding
township staff  is happy
with the application to
date.

“We’re reasonably
satisfied with the plan

that’s been put forward –
it was done in
consultation with us. It
addressed the range of
issues that staff  could
see, on a preliminary
basis. Now we’ve got the
public input and
comments, we’ll have to
go back and consider all
of  those.

“The land is already
designated. It’s inside the
settlement, it’s been
designated urban area, so
there’s been every
expectation that
development would
occur.”

Gosnay said there is no
timetable for returning to
council with a staff  report
and recommendation
about the fate of  the
Klondike proposal.

(CONTINUED FROM COVER)

Upscale homes for Conestogo Ag. Society
members get
ready to vote

(CONTINUED FROM COVER)

LIFE’S A DITCH

INTO THE DITCH Shortly before 2:30 p.m. on May 7, a truck / trailer combination from Martin Cowan Carpentry
caught a “gust of wind,” says the driver, who did not wish to identify himself at the scene. The truck then hit the
embankment on the opposite side of the road and drove into the ditch. HUGO RODRIGUES
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UPFRONT
INSHORT

Woolwich offical plan
gets the go-ahead

Elroy Acres water to
come from Kitchener

Rally for the cause
Community Care Concepts and Legion to run fundraising car rally June 22

Cops celebrate
Police Week 2002

By Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve Kannon
OBSERVER STAFF

Looking for new sources
of  revenue, a cash-
strapped local social
agency is hoping the

public will ‘rally’ around its
latest fundraising venture: a car
rally set for June 22.

Its provincial funding frozen
for several years, Community
Care Concepts faces rising costs
and needs to fundraise to meet
those expenses, says the group’s
executive director.

“We’ve done our budget for
this year, and we haven’t got one
penny more than we did last
year. And there have definitely
been increases in everything
else, basically. We have to
fundraise a little more than we
did last year,” said Veronica
MacDonald.

The rally, organized in
partnership with the Elmira
Legion, has space for a maximum
of  34 cars, with each entry

expected to bring a minimum of
$100 in sponsorship. As well as
the timed rally, the event includes
a dinner and dance at the Legion
hall.

“It’s a first-time event, so we
don’t have a goal to look at, say
from last year, or to set a new
target for,” she said.

Proceeds will be split between
the two agencies, which last year
collaborated on a successful
donkey baseball fundraiser at
Lions Park in Elmira.

Community Care Concepts of
Woolwich, Wellesley and Wilmot
runs a wide variety of  programs
geared toward seniors and
disabled adults with the goal of
keeping them in their home for
as long as possible.

Unlike other larger
communities where there are
separate agencies that handle
different aspects of  care,
Community Care Concepts has
it all under one roof. It offers
everything from assisted
transportation that provides

volunteer drivers to seniors for
things such as medical and
health appointments, to
homemaking services where
assistance may be provided for
laundry, cooking, and general
cleaning. A friendly visiting
program ensures that those in
need have contact with a regular
guest to socialize and the inside
and outside maintenance
service helps fix small
household problems. As well,
there is a seniors day program,
an Alzeimer’s program and
Meals on Wheels.

The agency has a budget this
year of  $517,000, of  which
$405,000 comes from the
province. The balance must
come from clients (about $72,000
this year) and from “other”
sources, said MacDonald. That
leaves about $40,000 to be raised
by events such as the rally.

Because the provincial funds
have remained stagnant, cost
increases mean more
fundraising each year, she

added. Meanwhile, demand for
the agency’s services continues
to grow.

“In transportation, for
instance, we had anticipated last
year that we would provide 800,
or maybe 900 rides.  I think we
came in at around 1,300 rides –
it’s growth like that that we’ve
seen. When you’ve budgeted for
so many dollars and then you
provide that many more trips, it
does skew your budgeting. But,
on the other hand, you can’t say
‘we’ve taken as many trips as we
can this month, you can’t
continue with your cancer
treatment, you’ll find another
ride somewhere.’”

The services are important to
the community, so the money
has to be found, she maintains.

“That’s why we’re doing this
car rally. We’re hoping it’s really
successful and a lot of  fun for
people. We’re looking for
something a little different and
hopefully we’ll have a good
turnout.”

The Region of Waterloo recommends
supplying water to the Elroy Acres
subdivision in Breslau through the
Kitchener water supply.

This alternative has the lowest capital and
operating costs and fully complies with the
province’s drinking water regulations said
a report recently presented to regional
council.

Waterloo Regional council has approved
a new protocol for reporting suspect water
samples.

The revised protocol and the province’s
Drinking Water Protection Regulation
require adverse water samples to be
reported, in person, to the Community
Health Department.

Bad water samples to
be reported in person

Waterloo Regional Police would like the
opportunity to interact and share
information with its communities during
Police Week 2002.

 The national occasion runs from May 1-
17  and will consist of a number of events
including, an open house on May 11 at
the police headquarters, 200 Maple Grove
Road. This event includes a display by the
Skyhawks and demonstrations by the
Emergency Response Unit. Children can
enjoy the Children’s Safety Village, a scav-
enger hunt and miniature train rides.

Waterloo Regional council approved
Woolwich Township’s Official Plan and
Growth Strategy on May 8.

The plan, although subject to some minor
alterations, was approved by Woolwich in
October 2000 and will replace the existing
plan from 1983.

The growth strategy, a requirement of the
Regional Official Policies Plan, addresses
the future expansion needs of the urban
areas in Elmira and St. Jacobs. The plan
concludes, with the exception of minor
rounding out and boundary changes in
Conestogo, Eldale, Floradale, Maryhill and
Winterbourne, that there is sufficient land
put aside to meet the household and
industrial land needs of the township until
2016.

GETTING THERE FROM HERE  Community Care Concepts staff check their map in preparation for their car rally on June 22.
(LtoR) Veronica MacDonald, Marion Vandenbrook, Sharon Walsh and Annemarie Raines.

Meeting as a committee of the whole
May 7, Woolwich councillors ratified a
deal that will give a three per cent wage
increase to the townships 15 outside
workers. The two-year contract calls a
one-time wage adjustment this year,
bringing the employees closer to parity
with their counterparts in neighbouring
townships. Employees will receive an-
other three per cent raise in 2003. Full
terms of the deal were not revealed pend-
ing formal ratification May 13.

The township’s non-unionized workers
will also receive a three-per-cent hike this
year.

Woolwich workers get
3% wage hike in 2002

HUGO RODRIGUES
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We Appreciate Your Patience
The Government of Ontario thanks everyone affected by the recent OPSEU strike for their
patience. We would also like to welcome our OPSEU bargaining unit employees back to
their jobs. The government values the work all civil servants do to serve the people of
Ontario. It was not “business as usual” during the eight-week strike. Many of the services

the government provides to the public were disrupted. We look forward to fully restoring
those services as quickly as possible, but it may take some time before all services are 
operating at the levels they were before the strike. Please check the Blue Pages in your 
telephone directory and call ahead, or check the list below for key information.

Driver & Vehicle Licensing
• Driver’s licences and driver instructor’s licences with an

expiry date of March 13, 2002 or later, will be extended to
August 2, 2002.

• Disabled Persons Parking Permits, Oversize/Overweight
Permits (annual), and Safety Standards and Safety
Inspection certificates (partial list) will be extended to
August 2, 2002.

• Driver exams missed as a result of the labour disruption
will be rebooked on a priority basis.

• Vehicle licence plate stickers need to be renewed, as usual.
• ServiceOntario kiosk transactions will be available 

beginning May 21.
• For a complete list of driver and vehicle licensing services,

please refer to www.mto.gov.on.ca or call the MTO Info
Line at 1-800-268-4686.

Health Care Services
• If you require health services prior to renewing your

health card or before you receive your new card, you will
still be able to get health services and you may still use
your expired card or health card number in most cases.
For further information regarding health coverage, please
call: toll-free: 1-800-268-1154, in Toronto: 416-314-5518,
or TTY: 1-800-387-5559.

• The Assistive Devices Program will be accepting and 
processing all applications for funding on a first come first
serve basis. Applications can be mailed, as usual, or 
couriered or dropped off at the Ministry of Health and 
Long-Term Care offices at 5700 Yonge Street, seventh
floor, Toronto, M2M 4K5.

• The Assistive Devices Program will be processing invoices
for vendors. These should be sent directly to the ministry
offices in Kingston.

Services to Business and Consumers
• The following services are available May 6 to May 10, 12 

noon to 5 p.m.:
• Office of the Registrar General for birth-death-marriage

certificates. (Emergency requests: proof of emergency 
circumstances must be presented.)

• Business Registration or Incorporation.
• Consumer mediation and consumer advice by 

telephone. 
• Land Registry Offices for essential and time-sensitive

land registration transactions and searching; application
review and emergency requests for birth-death-marriage
certificates; and Personal Property Security
Registrations and Incorporations (drop off for couriers
at land registry offices to be sent to Toronto).

• Normal business hours resume May 13, 8:30 a.m. to 
5 p.m for all services including searching of personal
property liens and Ontario Business Connects. 

Social Services
• All Regional Offices of the Ministry of Community,

Family and Children Services, including Ontario
Disability Support Program and probation services, will
be open to the public from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

• In addition, probation services for young offenders may
be arranged outside of these hours by appointment.

• The Family Responsibility Office will continue to process
payments and resolve urgent issues. New issues can be
faxed to (416) 240-2401. For payment or enforcement
information, please use the automated information 
system: (416) 326-1818 or 1-800-267-7263.

• Adoption disclosure activities, approvals of international
home studies and licences for private or international 
adoptions will be available from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Justice Services
• Some courthouses may have reduced court counter hours

from 10 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. for up to a
week, while other locations may have extended counter
hours. Hours will be posted locally at each courthouse. 

• Criminal Injuries Compensation Board offices will not 
conduct hearings until the week beginning May 27.

• All other services will continue to be provided.

Education and Training Facilities 
and Programs
• W. Ross MacDonald School for the Blind and Deafblind 

will re-open Tuesday morning, May 7. All other Provincial
and Demonstration Schools and residences will re-open
Wednesday morning, May 8.

• Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP) services 
for students studying in Ontario are available through 
financial aid offices at their institutions.  All OSAP 
applications will be processed as they are received starting
May 13. OSAP telephone services for students studying
outside Ontario will resume on June 3. All students are
reminded that they can apply for OSAP funding and
check the status of their accounts through the web site at
http://osap.gov.on.ca.

• Ontario Graduate Scholarship award winners will be
informed of the outcome of the 2002-03 competition on or
about May 27.

• Apprenticeship: some regional offices of the Ministry of
Training, Colleges and Universities will have reduced
hours. Expect delays due to high volume of requests.

Environmental Services
• Air Quality Index reports will be available within two

weeks on the Ministry of Environment and Energy’s web
site at: www.airqualityontario.com/

• There will be delays in processing approvals, permits,
licences, water well records, Environmental Bill of Rights
(EBR) information, and Environmental Assessment (EA)
decisions. 

Workplace and Employment Services
• Employment Standards: if you have filed an employment 

standards claim during the strike, you will be advised in 
writing of the approximate length of time it will take to
begin the processing of your claim.

Government-owned and Operated
Tourist Attractions and Parks
• Ontario Parks: Some provincial parks will re-open in time

for the May 17 long weekend. Call your provincial park or
visit www.OntarioParks.com for the latest information.

• Hunters who want to renew their Outdoors Card or 
purchase a Moose Licence and enter the adult tag 
validation draw can now call the automated system at 
1-800-288-1155. Please note: the deadline for applications
to the draw is extended to June 14.

Government Publications and
General Information 
• Publications Ontario telephone, online ordering and 

government bookstores – May 6 to 10: services available
12 noon to 5 p.m.

• Normal business hours resume May 13, 8:30 a.m. to 
5 p.m. 

• Government Information Centres are open.

By Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve Kannon
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Winnipeg-based
Parrish &
H e i m b e c k e r,

Limited, an agricultural
company with some 60
locations across Canada
and the northern U.S., is
looking to set up shop in
Woolwich Township. The
company wants to build a
grain elevator at Shantz
Station.

Looking for a zoning
change for a 95-acre
property at 1855 Shantz
Station Rd., the company
brought its bid to
Woolwich council May 7.

 The site is currently
zoned for agricultural use;
a site-specific allowance is
needed to permit the
construction of  the grain
elevator. The public
planning meeting held
May 7 was the first step in
the rezoning application.

Planning consultant
Sam Head, of the
Kitchener firm Dryden,
Smith and Head, told
councillors the project is a
joint effort between
Canadian National
Railway (CNR) and
Parrish & Heimbecker.
The farm was recently

Grain elevator slated for Shantz Station
Operation would make use of railway and trucks to reach local customers

purchased by CNR.
Under the plan, he said,

grain will be delivered to
the facility by train.
Trucks would then take
the grain to regional
clients.

Only a small portion of
the property, the part
immediately adjacent the
rail line, would be used for
the grain operation, said
Head. The remainder
would continue to be used
for farming – a
neighbouring farmer
currently leases it.

Having searched
extensively for a site in
Waterloo Region, the
operators found only the
Shantz Station property
met their needs, he added.

“There are very few sites
that have rail access and a
road access – even fewer
that are available.”

Current plans for the site
call for the construction of
the elevators, the
installation of  two new
railway sidings where 50
railcars would sit waiting
for unloading or pickup,
and establishing a new
road connecting the
property to Shantz Station
Road, said Head.

The owners, working
with the Region of

Waterloo, would also look
at improvements to the
railway overpass, he
added. Lowering the road
would give more clearance
for trucks. The region
would like to widen the
route, as well.

Neighbours, however,
were not taken with the
idea of  increased traffic,
noise and dust from the
grain operation.

“I have concerns about
water and runoff,” said
Patrick Hoy. “My concerns
about our residences are
noise, the dust aspect and
the grades of  the land.
Also the panoramic view
from my property will be
gone. Instead of
agricultural land, I’ll be
looking a rail cars.”

He, along with others
who filled the council
chambers, requested a
berm to divide the new
operation from the
neighbours north of  the
rail line.

“The berm would also
alleviate any noise
concerns. I think the noise
would be wheels and the
couplings between the cars
– if  we have a berm, it
would deflect the noise up
and protect us from that.”

Head said his clients

would be looking to
minimize their impact on
the area. Experts,
including noise specialists,
have been called in to help
prepare the site plan and
address the concerns of
neighbours.

“They’re concerned with
the noise aspect, and that’s
understandable. And the
dust; there probably will be
some dust from the facility
– you’re moving grain
around,” he said. “But
we’re willing to work the
neighbours. We want to be
good corporate citizens.”

Planners will be meeting
with neighbours to tackle

their issues, he added.
Dave Gosnay,

Woolwich’s director of
engineering and
planning, said township
staff  has many of  the
same concerns.

“The primary ones are
the land-use compatibility
concerns that were raised
by the public last night. I
think those are the key
issues,” he said May 8.

Those issues and the
public input will be
addressed in a report and
recommendation to
council later this year. The
proposed use is in keeping
with township’s

guidelines for the site.
 “We’re not talking about

converting the lands to a
non-agricultural use. It’s a
rural area and grain
elevators, feed mills and so
on are seen as being
features supportive to
agriculture. Both the
region’s official plan and
the township’s official plan
allow for their
consideration in the rural
areas.”

The grain elevator, with
a capacity of  10,000 tonnes,
would handle mostly
wheat, inbound from other
parts of  the country and
outbound Ontario wheat.

KNEE DEEP IN IT Elverne (left) and Glenn of Weber Excavating working on getting their
front-end loader out of a sinkhole on May 6. The tractor sunk while clearing farmland for
a neighbouring farm located on Arthur Street south of Elmira.

CAN YOU DIG IT?

HUGO RODRIGUES
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A regional policy to
combat air
pollution by

reducing idling won the
approval of  Woolwich
council May 7.

The protocol
discourages unnecessary
idling of  motor vehicles,
described as more than 10
seconds in length.
Waterloo Region has
mandated the policy for its
own vehicles, now
Woolwich staff  will be
asked to do the same.

Meeting as a committee
of  the whole, councillors
adopted the policy
following a presentation
by Lori Strothard, chair of
the Citizens’ Advisory
Committee on Air Quality
(CACAQ).

“An idling vehicle
produces twice the
emissions of  a moving
vehicle. Vehicle emissions
form part of  the
dangerous greenhouse
gases that get trapped in
the ceiling of  breathable
air surrounding Earth,”
she explained.

Vehicle exhaust
contributed to the 20
smog-alert days last year
in Waterloo Region, a
significant increase over
the four such days in 2000.
Such pollution has a
dramatic impact on

Woolwich
backs new

idling policy
Township to lead by example
as residents encouraged to

limit vehicle emissions
health, particularly
incidences of asthma and
other respiratory
problems, added
Strothard.

“A recent 30-year study
links tailpipe emissions to
many other common,
serious illnesses, such as
heart disease and cancer.
So any time we can turn
our vehicles off, we should
be doing so.”

In endorsing the
Woolwich action, Mayor
Bill Strauss said the
protocol has been
successfully implemented
at the region.

“At the regional level we
did pass this, starting by
example – that order did
go out that our vehicles,
wherever they can, do take
advantage and shut
[engines] off.”

“The biggest thing is
leading by example, that’s
something that we should
be promoting,” agreed
Coun. Mark Bauman. “I
think what a lot of  people
miss in the whole concept
is [thinking] ‘what’s my
little bit going to help?’ But
it’s a cumulative effect … I
support this and I think
the municipality should
lead by example.

“If  we can look at ways
that we can help, as
individuals - try not to find
excuses not to leave your
car running, find reasons
to shut it off.”

By Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne Peach
OBSERVER STAFF

Elementary school
students have
experienced little

disruption in their day-to-
day activities since
teacher’s started working
to rule on May 8, say area
principals.

“I’m trying really hard
to keep things as normal
as possible for the students
and I’m working with the
staff  on a day-to-day basis
so we can keep it that way,”
says Jacqueline Frank,
principal of  John Mahood
Public School.  “So its
business as usual.”

Paul Fracas, principal of
Riverside Public School
agreed. Items covered
under the work-to-rule
action, such as filling out
board forms and attending

School teachers continue to work-to-rule
But student disruption is being kept to a minimum despite the action

special needs meetings,
have not impacted the
students at this time, said
Fracas.

Right now elementary
school teachers will
continue to work-to-rule
until a satisfactory
agreement has been
reached between the
Elementary Teachers
Federation of  Ontario
(ETFO) and the Waterloo
Region District school
Board, said local EFTO
president Patti Monteith-
Bering.

The EFTO is asking
teachers not to complete
administrative tasks such
as collecting pizza money
or fundraising. At this
moment pre-arranged
events like school trips
will not be disrupted, said
Monteith-Bering.  But that
could change if  sanctions

have to be increased, she
said.

At press time, no dates
had been scheduled for
negotiation. The
federation met on May 10
to review its situation.

Negotiations between
the board and the EFTO
reached an impasse last
week when the two parties
could not agree on the
amount of planning time
given to Grade 7 and 8
teachers.

The teachers, who have
worked without a contract
since last fall, have been in
a legal strike position
since Apr. 22.

The board expressed
some concern regarding
the implication of  the
work-to-rule action. Jim

Vair, superintendent of
human resources for the
Waterloo Region District
School Board, said
certain teacher
responsibilities such as
calling in sick days to the
board’s automatic service
for finding substitute
teachers, have become the
responsibility of  the
principal since the action
went into place on May 8.

Still, Vair says the action
has only caused a minor
inconvenience so far.

“We only have 120 ab-
sences a day which
amounts to about one per
school so that means the
principals only have to
take one call a day…so we
don’t want to over react at
this time.”

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF PRESIDENT’S CHOICE & NO NAME PRODUCTS

120 ORIOLE PKWY, ELMIRA  669-2333              STORE HOURS: Monday - Saturday 8am-9pm, Sundays 10am-5pm

INSTORE SPECIALS IN EFFECT
MAY 11 - MAY 17, 2002

ELMIRA

Garden Centre Hours:Garden Centre Hours:
Mon-Sat 8am-9pm &
Sunday 10am-5pm

For your shopping convenience!

NOW OPEN DAILY!

More Everyday Garden Centre Savings - All Season Long!

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

MOTHER’S DAY
Specials For YSpecials For YSpecials For YSpecials For YSpecials For Your Mom!our Mom!our Mom!our Mom!our Mom!

MINI ROSES (6” POT)
$6.99 EA.

FRESH HYDRANGEA’S
(6” POT) $9.99 EA.

FRESH FLOWER
BOUQETS $4.99 EA.

FRESH POTTED MUMS
(5” POT) $3.99 EA.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

HOME OF THE LARGEST FULL SERVICE MEAT COUNTER IN TOWN
SSSSSEEEEELBLBLBLBLBY’S FY’S FY’S FY’S FY’S FRRRRREEEEESSSSSHHHHHMARMARMARMARMART MT MT MT MT MEAEAEAEAEAT ST ST ST ST SPPPPPEEEEECCCCCIALIALIALIALIALSSSSS

Picnic Shoulder Roasts

Pork Butt Roasts

Loin Chops or Roasts

Pork Schnitzel

Fresh Pork

Fresh Boneless
                    9999999999¢¢¢¢¢

Cut from Canada A/AA/AAA Beef

4.39kg

2.18kg

Fresh Boneless Pork Centre Cut $3.69$3.69$3.69$3.69$3.69 8.13kg

$3.49$3.49$3.49$3.49$3.49 7.69kg

LB.

LB.

LB.

LB.

$1.99$1.99$1.99$1.99$1.99

Count on our every day guaranteed low prices!

Sirloin Tip Roasts

Sirloin Tip Steaks

Sirloin Steak Tails

Lean Boneless

Lean Boneless
$2.99$2.99$2.99$2.99$2.99

7.69kg

6.59kg

Lean Boneless Bottom $3.99$3.99$3.99$3.99$3.99

LB.

LB.

LB.

$3.49$3.49$3.49$3.49$3.49
8.80kgFresh (Plain or Breaded)

$$$$$9.999.999.999.999.99

BEDDING PLANTS
ASSORTED VARIETIES

9999999999¢¢¢¢¢
(BY FLAT - $12.00)

ea.

FRESH PANSIES
(BOX OF 4)

9999999999¢¢¢¢¢
(PER BOX)

ea.

HANGING BASKETS
(ALSO - PATIO POTS, $17.99 EA)

ea.

ASSORTED PLANTS NO NAME
PEAT MOSS

$$$$$3.993.993.993.993.99
(85L BAG)

ea.

PLANTING SOILS
PRESIDENT’S CHOICE
BLACK EARTH

6 BAGS FOR $10.00
(OR 1.89 EA - 25L BAG)

PRESIDENT’S CHOICE
PERFECT MIX SOIL

$2.99 PER BAG
(25L BAG)

NO NAME - SUPER SOIL
$4.99 PER BAG

(85L BAG)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Residents of  Waterloo are being asked to find
new ways of  traveling during this year’s 2002
Commuter Challenge in June.

Commuters are encouraged to consider alternatives
such as cycling, public transit, in-line skating,
walking or jogging.

“By reducing our dependency on cars we can have
a positive impact on air quality in our region,” says
Ken Seiling, regional chair. “The commuter chal-
lenge is an opportunity to re-think our way of  doing
things and shows us that even small changes in our
commuting habits can lead to significant improve-
ments in our air quality.”

Last year, more than 2,200 trips to work were di-
verted from the use of  single occupancy vehicles. As
a result, 20,000 kilograms of  emissions were saved
from entering the air, during the three-day campaign.
The region finished fifth in Canada.

This year, they want to win. The challenge runs on
June 4, 5 and 6. If  you are interested in participating
you can register your trip plans at
www.commuterchallenge.net. Commuter Challenge
brochures are available at all local community cen-
tres.

Residents urged to leave
the car at home June 4-6
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SS
"Only the Best for our Family & Yours"

temmlertemmler
MEATS & CHEESE

Mon.-Wed. 9-6; Thurs.-Fri. 9-8; Saturday 9-5
3015 Lobsinger Line, Heidelberg    699-4590

WEEKLWEEKLWEEKLWEEKLWEEKLY SPECIALSY SPECIALSY SPECIALSY SPECIALSY SPECIALS
Specials from May 13 to May 18

All cold meats are free of MSG, flour, wheat and milk products.

Cheese Slices
$$$$$4.294.294.294.294.29 lb.

$$$$$3.993.993.993.993.99

Smoked, Centre Cut

lb.

Dutch Loaf
Deli Sliced Roasted Onion & Herb or

$$$$$2.292.292.292.292.29

Smoked Honey Garlic or

Turkey Sausages

lb.

Armstrong

$$$$$2.992.992.992.992.99 lb.

$$$$$2.492.492.492.492.49
6oz.

Roadhouse Burgers

lb.
Box of 12 - $10.99 ea.

$$$$$4.194.194.194.194.19
Sliced

Peameal Bacon

lb.

Pork Loin Chops

By The Piece - $3.99 lb.

By Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo Rodrigues
OBSERVER STAFF

The prevalence of
bullying came
under the spotlight

in Waterloo Region schools
this week at a safer schools
conference that wraps up
May 11.

Ian Barrett, executive di-
rector of  the Waterloo Edu-
cation Foundation, was the
drive behind the confer-
ence that brought together
experts to share ideas on
such themes as bullying,
conflict resolution, restor-
ative justice and the new
Young Offender’s Act.

“The conference is here
because I’m here and I’m
organizing it,” said Barrett.
“If  I was still in Toronto, I’d
be organizing it in Toronto.
… It’s not like we’re doing
this because Waterloo is the
pit of  bullying. The commu-
nity here is no different
than 95 per cent of the com-
munities across the coun-
try.”

The issue of  bullying, he
said, formed an underlying
theme to all sessions and
speakers since all of  the
other topics “start off  with
a basis of  bullying – it’s a
key element.

“We wanted to be proac-

Spotlight on safer schools
and better communities
Waterloo Education Foundation holds Kitchener conference

tive – to say, ‘look, [bullying]
is happening in our com-
munities,’” said Barrett.
“Like all communities, do
we ignore it because it isn’t
happening to us directly?
We don’t want to get to the
situation where we have a
Taber or a Columbine.”

 “Bullying is certainly out
there and fortunately a lot
of  the schools in my area
over the last year or two
have had that as one of
their initiatives,” said Wa-
terloo Region District
School Board superinten-
dent of  instruction Pat Van
Geytenbeek, “We have
some good measures at our
schools, but it doesn’t make
it go away. We’re making
gains – are we there yet?
Probably not.”

Park Manor Public
School principal Jack
Davis leads a team of
school and community of-
ficials who developed an
anti-bullying plan that is
now in place. Davis ex-
plained that students and
parents are educated about
what bullying is, how to
recognize it and how to let
someone know.

“The idea is that you
minimize the profile of  the
bullies and you take away
their power,” he explained.

“Part of  that power comes
from the secretive nature
of  what they do.”

One element in the pro-
gram is a ‘bullying box,’
said Davis. It was started so
that students who weren’t
comfortable dealing di-
rectly with Davis or his
guidance counsellor could
just drop a note in the box.
“You put your name in the
box and away we go.”

This begins a process of
investigation that eventu-
ally leads to resolution,
with the concrete under-
standing that the bullying
must stop, added Davis. “If
something happens again
it’s no surprise that there
will be a consequence.

“All of  these people are
expected to grow up and
become responsible citi-
zens. So we have to help
our bullies and help them
understand as to how the
world operates. Sometimes
parents need some help to
come to [this] understand-
ing as well.”

Van Geytenbeek said he
had encouraged principals
such as Davis to attend the
conference. He had also
asked them to be available
to their schools through-
out the teachers’ job action
however, which started

this past week. Davis said
he was unable to attend for
that very reason.

“We’re not going to have
the attendance we would
have liked to have locally
and that’s not going to give
as much ‘bang for our
buck’ as the foundation
was hoping for,” said Van
Geytenbeek, adding he
hopes that some principals
were still able to make it
out to the conference and
that the board can use the
information they obtained
when implementing its
own safe and secure
schools policy.

All information from the
sessions and speakers at
the conference will be
posted on the foundation’s
website at http://
wefi.wrdsb.on.ca, accord-
ing to Barrett, where any-
one seeking information
on a specific area will also
be able to get direct email
addresses for people who
have experience in that
area.

He said he hopes the con-
ference will help with com-
placency in the area of  bul-
lying. “If  it doesn’t affect
you, you don’t really move
on it at that point and
that’s something we have
to try and fight.”

By Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo Rodrigues
OBSERVER STAFF

Looking for more
provincial support,
staff  at Elmira’s

Chateau Gardens nursing
home delivered more than
530 cards signed by family
members and friends to
Waterloo-Wellington MPP
Ted Arnott May 10. The
notes call on Ontario’s new
premier to open up more
funding for long-term care
facilities across the
province after drastic cuts.

Administrator Joan
Norris delivered local

Chateau Gardens joins appeal for more funding from province
More than 530 signed card delivered to Waterloo-Wellington MPP Ted Arnott

letters based on samples
provided to her by the
Ontario Long Term Care
Association in Toronto.

“I broke down our
staffing into the minutes
per hour available to the
staff  in our facility,” said
Norris. “With our funding
right now we have 5.53
minutes of  nursing time –
that’s both registered staff
and non-registered staff  –
per resident, per hour. You
can’t give the proper care
to these people with the
staffing we have.”

Betty Neufeld, whose
mother Mynie

Donkersgoed suffers from
Alzheimer’s and has been
at Chateau Gardens for
almost six years, said her
own experience confirms
what Norris is saying.
Over the last year, she said
she has noticed among
other things that the
nurses look more
distressed, and that it has
been taking them longer to
answer patients’ calls.

“I know that two, three
years ago these things
were done,” she noted.
“There’s just less of  a
presence. They’re busier
doing chores and you can
see that because they’re
running faster. … it’s not
for lack of  trying. I really
see them trying to do
things.”

Neufeld points to the
situation when she went to
visit her mother on May 7
at dinnertime. She was
feeding her own mother,
who requires assistance,
and an additional
volunteer was also
present. She says there
were only three staff
available, and luckily they
were all in the dining
room – one serving meals
and two to feed the rest of
the home’s 40 residents.

Those are typical
staffing numbers, said
Norris. All funding for
staffing she receives gets
spent to avoid it being
reclaimed by the
government, yet she still is
only able to keep staff  at a
bare minimum. As an
example, she noted that
Chateau Gardens’ second
floor has 26 residents, with
only two round-the-clock
nurse’s aides and a
registered nurse who is
only present for five-and-a-
half  hours per day to
dispense medication.

“If  you look at what jails
are funded per prisoner,
they’re funded far, far
higher than we are,” she
said. “And the prisoners
are able to go to the
bathroom on their own,
feed themselves, dress
themselves … which our
residents cannot do.

“We don’t have the time
to sit with them and talk
and spend time learning
about who they are and
what they did in their life
before Chateau Gardens,”
said Norris. “We should be
able to do that.”

Neufeld noticed this
happening in the level of
support being given to her

mother and herself. When
her mother took a turn for
the worse a few years ago,
she added, the staff  were
able to support both of
them.

“If  [my mother] only
moved in a month ago, I’d
be really upset . . .  I
probably would have
thought ‘Oh my gosh, is
this what my mother is
reduced to?’

“You shake your head
sometimes. We’d thought
about hiring someone to
come in and feed mom,”
said Neufeld, who works
full-time as a nurse
herself  and only manages
to visit her mother slightly
over once a week. “And if
you make a complaint and
mom gets more care –
who’s not going to get it?”

“You worry about your
staff  burning out, too,”
said Norris. “A nursing
home is a heavy physical
demand on a person … you
worry about them
injuring themselves.”

Both women credit the
extraordinary staff  and
volunteers at Chateau
Gardens for the level of
care that has been
maintained despite the cut
in funding. Norris noted

that every resident not
bed-ridden is raised out of
bed and dressed daily due
to the many overtime
hours put in by staff  and
the help from community
volunteers. Neufeld is also
committed to keeping her
mother there due to the
efforts of  the staff  and her
trust in them.

Norris’ hope is that by
having long-term care
facilities across the
province presenting the
signed petition cards to
their MPPs, Ernie Eves’
cabinet will give some
money to their cause in
the next budget. She said
she is pleased with the
local response, noting the
amount of  cards she will
be delivering from
Chateau Gardens is 11
times the facility’s bed
capacity.

“I think that little hunk
of  paper was a positive
step,” said Neufeld. “[But
based on history], no. It’s
very sad because I think
health care in general –
they’re not hearing the
problems.

“You feel kind of  guilty
visiting mom. I feel like I
should be jumping up and
helping.”
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But Riverside residents
are digging in their heels
and want the road to stay
as it is, setting up
something of  a showdown
as the township considers
a permanent solution.

The one-way experi-
ment began last fall in
advance of  major recon-
struction on the roadway.
The route has long been
used as bypass for north-
bound or eastbound traf-
fic.

Since Riverside Drive
changed into a one-way
street last September,
Norm Stanaitis, owner of
the Elmira Service Centre
at 16 Church St. E., has
had trouble receiving gas
because his fuel truck
can’t make the left-hand
turn from Riverside Drive
onto Cross Street.  “Re-
cently we were out of  fuel
for four days,” said
Stanitis.

Riverside Drive was
changed to a one-way
street prior to its current
reconstruction as part of
a trial because residents
wanted the truck traffic
and the ensuing noise re-
duced. Since then, resi-
dents say traffic has de-
clined and they would like
the change to become per-
manent.

The issue took centre
stage at a Mar. 19 meeting
of  Woolwich council,
where it was suggested
the Pioneer fuel truck be
permitted to ignore the
one-way sign so it can
make the turn. Local resi-
dents agreed to the idea
during meeting, but later
voiced their reservations,
said Stanaitis.

Several weeks ago, po-
lice were called after a
Pioneer truck driver re-
moved the no-entry sign
on Riverside Drive and
drove up the wrong way.
“After that, Pioneer sim-
ply refused delivery until
a safe way could be
found,” Stanaitis said.

“Yes it’s a major incon-
venience,” said Keith
Fulcher, a Riverside Drive
resident, “but safety is
more important.” When
trucks travel both ways
on the road, they often
cross on to the sidewalk
because the road is too
narrow, making the route
unsafe, he added.

Patricia Hunsberger
has lived on Riverside for
30 years; she says the
truck traffic has in-
creased significantly.
“Some days we get 50-100
trucks a day on this road
…I’m concerned because
there’s more kids living

Residents split over fate of one-way

on the street now.”
Hunsberger said she

understands that
Elmira’s main intersec-
tion is difficult to navi-
gate but she doesn’t
think Riverside should
be an alternate route ei-
ther. “This route wasn’t
designated to be a truck
route.”

While the road is not of-

ficially a truck route, it
has been utilized as an al-
ternate traffic route for
years, noted Mayor Bill
Strauss. “The traffic
hassles that it (the one-
way system) causes up
here at the intersection
(Church and Arthur) are
unreal and years ago that
(Riverside Drive) was
designated to help stream

traffic because we have
such a bad corner.

“I have listened to the
residents concerns but
it’s (Riverside Drive) al-
ways been a two-way
street and if  people are
going too fast we could
put a three-way stop sign
on cross street to slow the
traffic down,” added
Strauss.

Stanaitis isn’t the only
business wanting two-
way access.  “I’m getting
an awful lot of  calls from
people who want River-
side Drive to return to a
two-way street,” said
Strauss. “I also have
heard from two residents
that live on that street,
that say ‘yes it should go
back to a two-way’.”

In a recent letter to
council, Jim Martin,
president of  Walco
Equipment Ltd at 20
Arthur St. N., supported
Stanaitis’ position.

“The main intersection
(Arthur and Church)
can’t change because of
buildings coming right to
the corner. The only way
to handle this is to have
Riverside as a two-way
street.”

Farmer Robert Shuh of
RR#2 Elmira also ex-
pressed his concerns at
the Mar. 19 council meet-

ing. “Farm equipment is
large, and getting larger.
When we have to some-
how find a way for farm
equipment to travel north
to east without having to
make that downtown in-
tersection left turn.”

“The comments and
concerns of  the farming
and trucking industry are
valid,” said Cheryl Fisher
of  27B Riverside Dr. But
these problems need to be
addressed by the town-
ship and the region – it’s
not the residents’ prob-
lem, she argued.

The township is still
waiting for a full report
on both sides of the issue
and won’t make a decision
on the fate of  Riverside
Drive until it has received
all the information, in-
cluding reports from the
Region of  Waterloo. As
yet, no dates have been
scheduled for tabling that
report, but Strauss said
he expects the issue will
return to council for a
vote by mid to late June.

For now, the Pioneer
fuel truck is accessing the
Elmira Service Centre
through a lot on Church
Street East.  That’s only a
temporary solution,
though – it could change
after the property is sold,
warned Stanaitis.

(CONTINUED FROM COVER)

JOANNE PEACH

CAROUSEL
COIFFURE

For Your Next Appointment

OPEN MONDAY
TO SATURDAY669-2786

Treat Your Mom to
GIFT CERTIFICATES

$59.95
Foil Highlights

Reg. $70.00

���

�appy
��������

�

�

4 Park Avenue West, Elmira

$40.00

Package Manicure
& Pedicure

specials

EXPIRES MAY 31/02 EXPIRES MAY 31/02

(FULL HEAD)

$5.00 OFF
Perms

EXPIRES MAY 31/02

TOO TIGHT Stanaitis points to the corner of Riverside and
Cross, where his fuel truck can’t make the tight left turn.
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OPINION&&&&&LETTERS
The voice of reason. The voice of Woolwich & Wellesley.

QUES-QUES-QUES-QUES-QUES-
TION?TION?TION?TION?TION?
OF THEOF THEOF THEOF THEOF THE
WEEKWEEKWEEKWEEKWEEK

LAURELSLAURELSLAURELSLAURELSLAURELS
&&&&&LEMONSLEMONSLEMONSLEMONSLEMONS

FUNDRAISERS
From scuba-thons to cycling
and head-shaving, it seems to
be the season for fundraising.
Volunteers who organize and
take part in the plethora of
activities deserve much praise.

PATRONAGE
Something is rotten in the state
of Denmark – it has nothing to
do with Hamlet, but much to do
with Alfonso Gagliano, former
cabinet minister and now am-
bassador. Following the Audi-
tor General’s report, an RCMP
investigation is warranted.

If money were no
object what would you

buy your mother for
Mother’s Day?
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Safe schools are stronger schools

SKIP MAHER
“A trip to Florida for a few
weeks.”

IAN BERRY
“I would pay off her
mortgage.”

BERT MENKVELD
“A plane ticket to
Holland.”

BETH
HUTCHINSON

“Take her to a really nice
restaurant and some long-
stem roses.”

The fat lady
prepares

Woolwich Township’s mantra of  ‘it ain’t
over ‘til it’s over’ appears to have run its
predestined course, as the Elmira
Raceway gets ready to make tracks out

of  town.
Message to council: wishful thinking does not cut

it.
When and if  members of  the Woolwich Agricultural

Society endorse a financing deal for a new racetrack
in Elora, the true extent of  council’s folly will be
evident. Actually, that should be councils plural – the
faulty logic that led to the loss of  the raceway has its
roots in the decisions made by the previous bunch of
elected officials.

A little history lesson is in order.
In 1999, the Ag. Society first approached council with

plans to add slot machines to its facility on Snyder
Avenue. The attempt was rebuffed, but a site near
Breslau was suggested. Returning a second time with
a revised plan for a new track at the south end of  the
township, the Ag. Society was shot down again. An
understandably miffed organization began searching
for more welcoming (and intelligent) locales outside
of  Woolwich. They eventually settled on a site in
Centre Wellington Township, some 15 minutes away
from their current location.

The original blunder, and the bulk of  the blame,
undoubtedly falls at the feet of  the previous council –
if they had made the right decision, the Ag. Society
would be firmly ensconced in Woolwich and residents
here would be enjoying the financial rewards. Instead
of  an enhanced revenue stream, we have the imminent
loss of  a significant industry and the prospect of  a 42-
acre vacant lot for the next decade or two.

Brilliant vision, indeed.
The current council had made some attempts to

rectify the mistakes of  its predecessor. That said, those
attempts were halfhearted, at best. Where action was
needed, we got muted requests – the proverbial song
and dance.

As the raceway struggled with OMB hearings, court
challenges and an acute lack of  funds, there was a
glorious opportunity for Woolwich to make
something happen, to offer the Ag. Society an
alternative to the ordeal of  pulling up stakes and
moving. As the delays mounted, the door simply sat
ajar, awaiting someone bold enough to cross the
threshold. It never happened.

As the pivotal vote approaches, it is certainly time
for recriminations. While not as culpable as their
counterparts in the City of  Waterloo who let the RIM
Park fiasco develop, Woolwich councillors deserve
significant blame for their inaction. It is the difference
between errors of  commission and omission. No,
councillors did not do anything to harm taxpayers;
their guilt lies in the first part: they did not do
anything. As a result, millions of  dollars in direct
funds, and millions more in spinoffs, will not make
their way to Woolwich coffers. Instead, a neighbouring
municipality with a sharper grasp on the prospects
will reap the rewards.

As similar slots venues bask in the higher-than-
expected revenue, free of  all the negatives opponents
swore would develop, councillors here should
reproach themselves. The province’s quarterly
revenue announcements, especially the ones showing
six-figure cheques going to Centre Wellington
Township, will serve as regular reminders of  where
the blame must be laid.

Reading, writing,
and mathematics
are the most
important things

that our schools teach. But
schools can’t be
academically strong if  our
students and teachers
don’t feel safe.

That’s why I have
proposed a comprehensive
plan to make our schools
safer, and stronger. My
plan includes mandatory
anti-bullying programs,
concrete school safety
measures, and a specific
plan to ensure that our
students are taught
discipline, values, and
respect for others.

Let’s face it. There have
been a series of disturbing
incidents in schools lately,
from bullying to violence to
reports of  intruders lurking
in school bathrooms. I
intend to tackle these
problems head on.

My government will
provide funding to pay for
the installation of
surveillance cameras at
school entrances to assist
staff  in ensuring intruders
are not allowed in.
Surveillance cameras are a
fact of  life at bank
machines, gas stations,
doughnut shops, and
corner stores. They are
there largely because they
act as a deterrent. It is only
reasonable to use these
cameras to help keep our
young people safe by
keeping intruders out of
our schools.

I would make it manda-
tory for every school to have
an anti-bullying program.
A recent study found that a
quarter of  Ontario’s stu-
dents in grades 7 to 12 say
they have been victims of
bullying. The same survey
also found one in 10 stu-
dents has “seriously” con-

sidered suicide in the last 12
months.

Expelling bullies takes
them out of  school, and
that’s good. But we don’t
want bullies on the streets
either. I believe in zero tol-
erance for bullies, but zero
tolerance alone does not go
far enough. We must pun-
ish bullies who are violent
with other kids. But we
need to do more than that.

I would make anti-bully-
ing programs mandatory.
Every school in Ontario
will implement one. I want
to prevent bullying from
happening, from escalating,
and from becoming a life-
long problem.

I would also create a
school safety hotline, which
will allow students and par-
ents to report their con-
cerns, anonymously if  they
prefer, about potentially
violent situations.

These measures will go a

long way to ensure that our
schools become safer. But I
believe we need to go still
further. We have to make
our schools stronger. That’s
why I have pledged that
“character education” em-
phasizing respect for others
will be a mandatory part of
the curriculum under a
provincial Liberal govern-
ment.

Under my plan, discipline
will be instilled in our stu-
dents by teaching values
and respect for others as a
mandatory part of  the cur-
riculum in all publicly-
funded schools in Ontario.

The York Region District
School Board, for example,
already has a character
education program, which
teaches respect, responsi-
bility, honesty, empathy,
fairness, initiative, courage,
perseverance, and opti-
mism. Character education

(SEE GUEST COLUMN PAGE 9)
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The end of cute
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Aftermath of OPSEU strike
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"Ironman triathlons are for people who can’t
experience childbirth."

I was zapping by one of
those nature shows the
other day, and they were

showing a bunch of  baby
animals. Bears and cougars
and giraffes. That kind of
thing. And they are cute.
You have to admit it. Even
baby snakes have a certain
charm. And the same thing
with human babies. They
tend to be cute. Especially to
their parents. Even young
people can be cute. The girls
tell me those boy bands are
all cute. Even guys in their
20s are sometimes called
cute. But once you get to my
age, when you’ve got all the
numbers moving on the
odometer, you lose a lot of
your cuteness.

There’s nothing cute
about a middle-aged guy,
and that hurts us. Cute
allows you to have the
benefit of the doubt. Middle-
aged guys need the benefit
of  the doubt. OK, sure, some
guys try to cover by being
dignified and sophisticated,
but that’s no fun. Cute is
where it’s at, and we are
definitely not there. Please
just accept it. You can’t
make up for not looking cute
by acting cute. You may
think you’re an
entertaining person when
you’re wearing that kilt, but
trust me, they’re not
laughing with you.

WHAT ARE YOU
MADE OF

As everyone gets more and
more health conscious, we
start to pay a great deal of
attention to the list of
ingredients they have on the
labels of  prepared foods.
They not only tell you
what’s in the food, but also
the proportions of  each
ingredient. So whatever
they list first is the
dominant element. I was
thinking this would be a
great policy to extend to
people you meet. Their
qualities should be listed on
their forehead in
descending order of
prominence. “Kindness,”
“honesty” and “intel-
ligence” would make a nice
cluster somewhere near the
top of  the list. Whereas if
the first two are “violence”
and “intolerance,” that’s
another way of  saying “If
you can read this, you’re
standing too close.”

MARITAL SHORTHAND
After you’ve been married

for a while you develop a
way of  communicating that
does not require language.
All it takes is a look or even
a subtle change in body
language, and your partner
knows immediately what’s

being communicated. For
the inexperienced, here are
some examples of  marriage
shorthand:

• If  your wife looks at you,
you’ve done something
wrong.

• If  your wife smiles at
you, she’s done something
wrong.

• If  your wife raises an
eyebrow, reverse your
position immediately.

• If  your wife raises a
glass, cancel your evening
appointments.

• If  your wife raises a
firearm, get creative.

PERPETUAL MOTION
MACHINE

Scientists have struggled
with the concept of  a
perpetual motion machine
for centuries. Something
that will continue to operate
without the infusion of
more energy. The problem is
always friction. Whenever
you have friction, you
somehow lose energy, which
prevents you from getting
back to where you started.
Scientists find this very
frustrating, but then
scientists generally find life
pretty frustrating. That’s
why they try to quantify it
by reducing it to a
mathematical or chemical
formula. The reason they
haven’t been able to create
a perpetual motion machine
is because they refuse to
allow a biological or
spiritual component to be
part of  the mix. The
universe has survived
forever without the addition
of  energy. It must be a
perpetual motion machine.
And how about all of  the
living species that have
survived for millions of
years in a closed system?
Maybe the problem is the
perpetual motion machine
is not a machine at all. It’s a
living thing. Maybe even
human beings, through
heredity, are the ultimate
perpetual motion machine.
Except for my grandfather.
A machine would never ask
anyone to pull its finger.
And whatever energy zone
he was in, it was definitely
not perpetual motion.

Ontario government
e m p l o y e e s
returned to work

May 6 after nearly eight
weeks off  the job. A
tentative settlement was
finally reached on the day
before two provincial by-
elections (which I’m sure
was a complete
coincidence), and workers
ratified the deal last
weekend. However, things
are far from being “back to
normal” – and probably
never will be as long as
this government is in
power.

At the beginning of
April, I wrote a column
that provided information
about the strike that
wasn’t being given much
attention; information
about the legacy of  deep
cuts to provincial public
services, about the
government’s so-called
“fair and reasonable
offer,” and about OPSEU’s
bargaining position. A
reader named Wayne
Schmidt forwarded the
column to the union, who
then asked for permission
to post it on their website.

The result was nothing
short of  overwhelming. In
the space of  two weeks
that my column was
highlighted, I received 118
e-mails from OPSEU
members across the
province, expressing their
gratitude. My point is not
to brag (okay, maybe a
little), but simply to
illustrate how desperate
people in this province are
for news media that don’t
simply regurgitate the
corporate agenda (on this
and any other issue).

Many people indicated

that they had sent the
column to their local
paper, asking that it be
republished (several
papers agreed to do so).
Some of  the messages
were short and to the
point:

·“Thank you for
throwing open the
shutters of deceit and
allowing in the light of
truth.”

· “There has been
almost no coverage of  our
plight and what little
information was released
was totally inaccurate.”

· “Your column
certainly has uplifted a
few spirits on our picket
line.”

In other cases, people
provided me with detailed
information that even I (as
someone sympathetic to
their cause) didn’t know.
Having these striking
workers telling their own
stories in their own words
is far more moving and
powerful than anything I
could write about the
strike. Without further
ado, here are just a few of
the highlights from the
messages sent to me:

“I work in the court
system and as almost all
of  our employees are
deemed essential the
court system is running as
smooth as ever.  We had an
essential services
agreement with the
government that only
certain services are to be
provided, but they’ve yet
to honour that agreement.
They filed an injunction
and now it’s business as
usual in the courts.

“It’s not that I don’t want
to work and ensure that

the courts are being dealt
with properly but I am on
strike and all I really want
is to be treated with
respect.  If  my work is so
important then why can’t
I be respected and shown
that my work is
important?”

“We at the MTO
examination centre’s were
notified last year of  the
government’s intention to
privatize us this year… It
has been proven time and
again that privatization
does not save money…
The Ontario government
has set a goal that Ontario
have the safest roads in
North America...  How do
you think this will be
possible when a private
service provider’s main
objective will be the
financial bottom line and
not road safety?  What
about the security or fraud
aspect?  Do you want to be
driving on the 401 with
your family with some
unqualified driver beside
you that has just
purchased his license
illegally?  So much for
road safety!

“Harris also said about a
month ago that he wants
Ontarians to feel safe from
the threats of  terrorism. A
driver’s license is an

official government ID.
With a license you can
obtain credit and a whole
new ID. Again, do you
want a private company
having access to the
possibility of  creating
false identification?”

“As a medical laboratory
technologist in the London
Public Health Laboratory,
I am deemed an essential
worker, as are
approximately 90 per cent
of  the technologists across
the province. We are the
ones that test your water
to make sure that it is safe
for you and your families
to drink. We are the ones
that test for serious
threats to your health such
as HIV, Hepatitis C,
Tuberculosis, Influenza,
Malaria, Rabies, Yersinia
(the bacteria responsible
for the plague), E-coli,
West Nile and bio-terrorist
agents such as Anthrax.

“That is the reason that
we are deemed as
essential...we play a vital
role in health care!  So I
ask you...if  my skills are
so essential, why am I paid
20 per cent less then my
counterparts working in
local and community
hospitals? That is
something that the public
is not made aware of.
Thanks to this
government, I am viewed
by the general public as an
overpaid fat-cat civil
servant who should be
happy to have a job at all.
They don’t realize that we
have received specialized
post-secondary education
and training and that most
of  us have university
degrees.  So I ask you ... how
much am I worth now?”

To the Editor,
Look what I received in

the mail yesterday, along
with information and a
survey regarding health
services in the Township.
If  reports are correct, it
would appear that because
Mayor Bergman and
Coun. Nowak did not like
the coverage for
Bergman’s letter of  April
2, 2002, council authorized
its Township-wide
distribution on Township
letterhead, with staff
time, at taxpayers’
expense.

I wonder if  Council
would be so kind as to
produce and distribute
the recent letters to the
editors written by Randy

Another waste of
taxpayers’ money

Snider and myself, to be
included in the next
Township-wide mailing?

Randy and I would be
most pleased to be treated
with the same privileges,
fairness and respect that
the mayor demands. To
be remiss in doing so
would only be an example
of “intolerance and
discrimination” toward
those who disagree with
Council’s decisions. We
only seek to follow Kevin
Eby’s comments of  April
20, 2002, in Woolwich
Observer, regarding the
“part of  the process...set
up as a means to resolve
these types of disputes
between the decisions
made by council and the
citizens they represent.”

Ron Hackett
Wallenstein

is not a separate subject, but
is woven into the curricu-
lum. Students may be asked
to write an essay on their
personal goals, a business
class may include a discus-
sion of  ethics, or history
class may discuss coura-
geous leadership.

 The key goals of  charac-
ter education include
higher academic achieve-
ment, enhanced employ-
ability, and safer schools. I
will make character educa-
tion, similar to this model,
mandatory in all Ontario
schools.

I have already pledged
improved public educa-
tion through smaller class
sizes in the early grades,

GUEST COLUMN
CONTINUED...

turnaround teams for
struggling schools, and a
daily emphasis on literacy
and numeracy. In contrast,
Ernie Eves’s Tory govern-
ment plans to take $500
million that should be in-
vested in public schools
and put it instead in pri-
vate schools.

The most important thing
we can do for our families,
and for our future, is to im-
prove public education. Our
schools must be safe if  our
kids are going to learn. We
must work with educators
to ensure our schools are
both safe and strong.

Dalton McGuinty
MPP for Ottawa South, is

Leader of  the Official
Opposition and Leader of
the Ontario Liberal Party.
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BY ALLEN D. MARTIN

OF THEDAM

Family factions
LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS

THECROSSWORD

The dictionary
describes a faction
as ‘a group of

people in an organization
(family members)
working in a common
cause against the main
body (the parents).

Many of  you readers out
there are perhaps
presently going through
or can recall the time you
went through that difficult
stage known as ‘The
Terrible Two’s . . . and
Three’s ... and Four’s’ and
have first-hand experience
to that neat trick of  trying
to plug the cat’s tail into
the wall socket.

Perhaps there are those
at your house who have
advanced past that stage to
the age where the skin gets
blotchy, where the voice
goes from a low pitch to a
shrill in the middle of a
sentence or the telephone
line is never free.

 As a grandparent, I can
with recall with fondness
and sigh with relief, be-
cause no matter what your
relationship to your chil-
dren is, you’ll recognize
something in this article
that will make you smile,
chuckle or laugh right out
loud.

 Having a baby is by no
means clear sailing, even
though my wife had a
speedy delivery with both
of  ours so by the time I
found a parking spot close
to the hospital and hoofed

it to the maternity ward, it
had already happened.
One of  the first things you
will need is a name.
‘Peanut’ and ‘Bubsy’ may
be okay for awhile but a
good solid name is a must.

It’s rather doubtful that
the Toronto Maple Leafs
would sign up a chap
called ‘Peanut’. The Ti
Cats perhaps - but never
the Rough Riders. And so
that’s why a good name is
imperative - for the sake of
the child in the years
ahead.

Mother spent some of
her days and most of  her
nights scanning the
credits at the end of  a TV
show, hoping to find a
name. She also read the
birth announcements,
missing children on milk
cartons and even the law
and order column, with
little luck.

“How about a set of
initials, like J.J. Martin?”
I asked.

“The Russworms al-

ready have that one,” she
countered. “One of  the
rules in naming babies is
not to copy anyone else in
the entire world,” she
informed me. “And the
second rule - it must be
familiar and easy to
pronounce.”

“If  it’s a girl, how about
Lila?” I asked, trying to
ease the tension I felt
building. “No, that’s too
plain. Is Lila one of  your
old flames? I bet that’s it.
Who’s Lila?” she asked.
“How could you bring up
the name of  one of  your
old girlfriends at a time
like this?” she yelled,
throwing a pillow in my
direction. She didn’t like
Anne, Barbara, Casey, Liz,
Sarah, Zoe or Rebecca
either. “How can you be so
sure that it’s a girl?” I
asked.

“I like Richard for a boy,”
my wife continued, “or
Mark.”

“We could name him
Bishop. That’s pretty
original. Who knows? He
might be Bishop Martin
some day,” But I could see
her nostrils flare and
knew she was digging in
her heels.

“Let’s call it off,” she
suggested, “I mean the
names - not the baby. We’ll
start again tomorrow.”

From my side of  the
dam, I agreed, then asked,
“Have you seen any good
pickup trucks lately?”

KEEPING IT COOL Skills Canada refrigeration and air condition-
ing provincial gold medallist Adam Wendall (left) checks out the
teaching unit at EDSS with fellow silver medallist Craig Fehrenbach.

Medal count at 11 for EDSS tech students
Students in the technical skills

program at Elmira District Sec
ondary School (EDSS) have been

successful in both the Skills Canada
regional and provincial competitions
held in April.

EDSS sent 78 students to compete in 20
different skill areas at the regional com-
petitions held at Conestoga College in
Kitchener on Apr. 2.

Thirty-six of  those students won med-
als and represented EDSS at the provin-
cial level on Apr. 29 at the Kitchener Me-
morial Auditorium. Adam Wendell, one
of  four provincial gold medallists from
EDSS, will be going to the national com-
petition to be held in Vancouver at the end
of  May. He will represent both EDSS and
Ontario in the heating, refrigeration and
air conditioning (HVAC) competition.

NOT QUITE RIGHT Andrew Bauman uses his gold medal skills to
adjust one of the control panels that he has been working on at
EDSS.

WATCH THIS Ontario Skills Canada provincial silver medallists Peter
Cowan (right) and Jason Sleuiphs (left) watch as Kris Frick works
on a virtual robotics program. Frick and Sleuiphs won in virtual
robotics and Cowan for desktop publishing.

BON APPETIT Culinary skills bronze medallist Trevor Ritchie slices
up some mushrooms for his saucepan at EDSS on May 8.

Other students who medalled at
the provincial level were:
GOLD MEDALS
Adam Wendall (Refrigeration and AC)
Andrew Bauman (Electrical)
Justin Pond (Heating service technician)
Kyle Brubacher (Plumbing)
SILVER MEDALS
Peter Cowan (Desktop publishing)
Craig Fehrenbach (Refrigeration and AC)
Mark Kuchma (Gas fitter service)
Kris Frick (Virtual robotics)
Jason Sleuiphs (Virtual robotics)
BRONZE MEDALS
Trevor Ritchie (Culinary)
Chris Bauman (Industrial motor control)

DOES THE OBSERVER KNOW?
NEWS & INFORMATION TIPS WELCOME - 669-5790

Story & Photos By Hugo Rodrigues
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BUSINESSPORTFOLIO
Helping those who help themselves

OPEN: Monday to Saturday 9-6
1386 King Street North, St. Jacobs

(519) 664-3610

Oktoberfest Sausage

Pork Loin Chops

Pork Loin or Loin Roasts

Stone Crock Salads

Old Cheddar

$2.99/LB

$5.59/LB

$7.99/LB

Weekly  Specials
Our Beef is cut from Canada Grades A, AA, AAA

$2.59/LB

$3.69/LB

$4.49/LB

Strip Loin Steaks
New York

Smoked

Center Cut

Boneless

(519) 669-1561
1-800-665-1561

6805 Line 86W
Elmira, Ontario

REDUCE DRIFT AND
IMPROVE LEAF CONTACT

A new concept in
spray technology!
For more information on the Air
Bubble Jet system, and how it
can improve YOUR crops, visit
us at Stoltz Sales and Service.

with the revolutionary

By Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne Peach
OBSERVER STAFF

Walking into the
N at u ro p at h i c
Clinic in St.

Jacobs, one experiences an
instant sense of calm and
serenity. The modern but
warm décor, trimmed with
maple wood accents and
colourful art, inspires one,
just for a moment, to take
time out of  their busy day,
to examine life’s
alternatives; a place to
take a step back and
reflect.

Dr. Raza Shah and Dr.
Minda Ahuja are two
young, but earnest
naturopaths anxious to
teach the public about the
merits of  their treatments.
Yet living in Ontario,
arguably one of  the most
conservative provinces in
Canada, they are unsure
whether they should refer
to themselves as doctors. “I
don’t know if  we’re
allowed in this province,”
says Shah looking to his
partner for reassurance. A
brief moment of
confusion, and then
smiling they both agree,
“yes we are.”

And certainly, eight
years of  training in
science and naturopathy
inspires confidence.
“Everything we do has a
scientific basis,” adds
Shah.

The St. Jacobs clinic
offers a wide range of

Prevention, education and treatment mandate for new naturopathic health clinic in St. Jacobs
treatments ranging from
traditional Chinese
medicine, which involves
acupuncture and herbal
remedies, to hydrotherapy
often used to increase
circulation for physical
injuries and diet
supplementation.

“Everything we do is a
full profession on its own
– you could spend 20 years
just learning one,”
explains Ahuja. “Our
strength lies in bringing
these treatments all
together and looking at
the big picture and
combining the modalities
that work best for the
patient.”

Unlike traditional
doctors, naturopaths see
themselves as facilitators;
filling in the gaps left
behind by traditional
health care. Naturopathic
doctors invest time getting
to know their patients,
their lifestyle choices and
the impact of those
choices on health, says
Ahuja.

“You can get a lot of
information about a
patient just by talking to
them for an hour.”

Doctors working under
the restrictions of  the
Ontario Health Insurance
Program (OHIP) don’t
have that opportunity, says
Shah. “The average visit
with a doctor in Ontario is
four minutes.”

“We’re like detectives
really,” says Shah. “We

really like to dig so we can
treat the underlying
problem rather than the
symptoms.”

 Most health care today
relies on treating illnesses
with drugs and surgeries,
adds Ahuja. “There are
lots of  problems with drug
side effects and
unnecessary surgeries
right now.” Naturopathic
philosophy, in contrast,
focuses on safer
preventative treatment
and patient education.

The two go hand-in-
hand; if  a patient is edu-
cated they can often pre-
vent illnesses by under-
standing their body sci-
ence and recognizing the

warning signs. For a long
time patients have relied
on doctors to tell them
what’s wrong. As a result,
they have little under-
standing of  the physiology
behind a particular ail-
ment – they try to explain
the science behind the
symptoms, says Ahuja.
“Education gives patients
a form of  empowerment
and control over there own
bodies.”

The clinic is planning to
run educational seminars
and demonstrations
through the Woolwich
Community Health
Centre in St. Jacobs.

“Nutrition is often the
first place I start; what are

you eating and how are
you eating and how we can
make your food work
better for you?” Food has
changed a lot since it
became more processed,
that together with soil
depletion and pesticide
residue has combined to
lower the nutritional
value of  produce. “If
you’re not taking in the
proper fuel the system
starts to run down.” And
although she appreciates
that the merits of  healthy
eating are constantly
reinforced through the
media, Ahuja argues that
few people do actually eat
a balanced diet. “Very few
have the time…we live in

fast paced society.”
People, and their

insurance companies, are
starting to see the benefits
of  naturopathic medicine
– there are a lot of  third
party insurance
companies that cover
naturopathic treatments,
says Ahuja. “In the end
they are saving money. If
you can help by
prevention … I think we
can save a lot of  money on
drugs and surgeries …
they are expensive treat-
ments.”

These trends toward
preventive medicine
certainly correspond with
changes in the Canada
Health System, Ahuja
suggests. The current
level of  healthcare can’t be
maintained. “I think there
is going to be a lot of
changes in health care and
I don’t think we will have
the same type of  coverage
we do now. There’s already
some deregulation in
certain procedures like
cosmetic surgery;
treatments deemed
unnecessary by the
government.”

As deregulation contin-
ues, the public will start
to become more aware of
the costs associated with
health care. “Traditional
medicine definitely has
its place, but I think
there’s a lot that can be
done in our profession to
reduce costs.”

JOANNE PEACH

(SEE NATUROPATHIC PAGE 12)

NATURAL IS BEST  Dr. Raza Shah and Dr. Minda Ahuja want their patients to feel good
about themselves
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MARKETCENTS
BY MARK A. BERKIN

One of the most
difficult decisions
for mutual fund

investors is when to let go.
Funds are notorious for
turning around and
having a great year the
moment you kick them
out of  your portfolio. The
problem can be compli-
cated when financial ad-
visors recommend dump-
ing funds that are under-
performing. Sometimes
the advice is well
founded, but sometimes
it’s just a matter of  shak-
ing things up to satisfy an
unhappy client.

Consider this all too fre-
quent situation.  “I have
recently changed finan-
cial advisors and my new
one is recommending
that I sell quite a number
of  my mutual funds. All
of  these funds are worth
less than I paid for them.

Which funds should I cut loose, if any?
Most of  the funds that I
have were rated highly in
1998 or 1999 and some of
them are aggressive
growth funds. If  there is
any reasonable hope that
these funds might re-
cover, I do not want to
lock in a considerable
capital loss. Can you
please give me some
guidelines to follow?”

Many fund investors
face exactly this di-
lemma, because portfo-
lios tended to be over-
weighted toward aggres-
sive growth funds during
the go-go markets of  the
late ’90s. If  you’re in that
position, remember one
key principle: start by
looking at the overall
portfolio, not the indi-
vidual funds.

The first step is to do a
full personal analysis to
decide which type of  funds

you want to hold and in
what proportions. You
should construct a model
portfolio that you will al-
ways use as a base, and
that you can constantly
refer to as your touch-
stone. Make sure the
model fits your particular
objectives, risk tolerance,
etc. A model portfolio may
consist of  a U.S. and Cana-
dian money market fund,
a Canadian and a foreign
bond fund, and a growth
and a value fund for each
of  Canada, the U.S., and
the international markets.
Decide on the allocation
percentages for each.  Also
note that not all of  these
categories may be present
at the same time in your
portfolio.  It depends on
current market condi-
tions, age, risk tolerance,
portfolio objectives and so
on.

Next, assess your cur-
rent fund portfolio in the
context of  your model.
See which funds you own
that don’t fit, or that are
redundant.  For example,
how many Canadian eq-
uity funds do you own
use a value orientation
and how many use a
growth orientation.  Dur-
ing the late 1990’s a lot of
Canadian equity funds
had the same growth ori-
entation and very similar
holdings.  Thus, redun-

dancy and overlap were
(and still are) common-
place.

The next step is to ana-
lyze each fund you cur-
rently own. For example,
is your Canadian value
fund a good performer
over the long haul? By
that, I mean does it show
above-average retur ns
over time? If  the fund is
consistently in the top
half  of  its peer group,
keep it regardless of  re-
cent performance.  If  it is
not, make a change. Re-
peat the process with the
rest of  the funds. You’ll
end up with a portfolio
that is perfectly suited to

your needs and which
should produce above-av-
erage returns over time
with below-average risk.

Remember, it’s not a
matter of  simply selling
some funds and replacing
them with others. It’s a
question of  getting the
right portfolio mix and
then choosing the funds
that fit best.

Ask yourself: Do you
hold proper diversifica-
tion in your portfolio or
are you holding the same
content with different
fund titles.  A portfolio
analysis will let you
know what to hold and
what to cut.

Contributing source material: Gordon Pape. Mark A. Berkin, B.Sc. is an
associate of Daniel P. Reeve and Associates Inc. and an account repre-
sentative with Family Investment Planning Inc.

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses
all may be associated with mutual fund investments.  Please read the
prospectus before investing.  Mutual fund securities are not guaranteed,
their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.

“What we do works
well with the main
stream medical model
because even when
there’s a need for sur-
gery our treatment can
reduce post-surgery re-
covery problems.”

Naturopathic medi-
cine is growing in popu-
larity, particularly on

the east and west coasts
of  Canada and Europe,
says Shah, who would like
to see more cooperation
between traditional and
naturopathic medicine.
“A lot of  European coun-
tries already use herbal
therapies along with tra-
ditional medical school-
ing. Hopefully that will
start to be a little more

prevalent here as well,”
says Ahuja.

Both Ahuju and Shah
agree the merits of  preven-
tative, non-invasive treat-
ment are only just starting
to resurface in today’s so-
ciety. Naturopathic medi-
cine is not really new
though; all treatments are
based on ancient remedies,
says Shah.

One of  the most impor-
tant aspects of  education
is focusing on the science
of  these medicines. At the
Toronto College of  Natur-
opathy, the only accred-
ited naturopathic school
in Canada, all students
must have a science de-
gree before they are ac-
cepted to the four -year
program. As a result, stu-

dents are familiar with
the science behind the
treatments.

“All of  our naturopathic
medicine has evidence to
support it,” says Shah.

But there are skeptics
out there, admits Ahuja.
“Some people don’t want
to hear what you have to
say. They won’t look at the
research.” But generally,

the public’s willingness
to seek alternatives is
growing in popularity.

“Most importantly
though, more people are
looking for wellness, not
just management of  the
symptoms. We want to
give them a general
sense of  well being so
they can feel good about
themselves,” says Ahuja.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11)

The more things change, the
more they stay the same

New owner at the Bulk Pantry in Wellesley stays the course

STOCKING UP Delores Schmidt, eldest daughter of Norma,
the new owner of the Bulk Pantry in Wellesley Village, stocks
and arranges the shelves.

HUGO RODRIGUES

Naturopathic medicine growing in popularity

By Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo Rodrigues
OBSERVER STAFF

Norma Schmidt and
her family are the
new owners of  the

Bulk Pantry in Wellesley
Village, having taken pos-
session of  the operation
May 1. Established cus-
tomers will notice few
immediate changes from
the style of  business set
by former owner Wanda
Wagler.

A client of  the Bulk
Pantry for several years,
Schmidt also attends the
same church as Wagler.
When she heard the busi-
ness was available, she
jumped at the opportu-
nity. Operating a family
business, Wagler decided
to sell because she was
running out of  help as
family members moved
on to other ventures.

Schmidt said she, in
fact, purchased the store
as a family enterprise.

With nine children, she
plans to eventually have
each of  her four daugh-

ters work with her in the
store,  located at 1200
Queens Bush Rd. where
it intersects Nafzinger
Road.

Delores Schmidt, the
eldest of  the girls, has
been the first to keep
regular hours at the pan-
try, working mor ning
shifts on Mondays,
Wednesdays,  Fridays
and Saturdays.

“Mom asked me if  I
would like it,” said
Delores, who also works
three other jobs when
she is not tending to cus-
tomers at the Bulk Pan-
try. She says she will be
reducing her work hours
at Walnut Hill Farms to
make space for the store
in her schedule, which
also includes cleaning
houses and babysitting.

Things will stay mostly
the same at the store
throughout the coming
months, according to
Schmidt, although the
store’s hours on Satur-
days have already been
changed – from closing at

1 p.m. to a new closing
time of  5 p.m.

“We may be wanting to
add a few things here
and there,” said
Schmidt. “We may want
to start dipping ice
cream cones.”

Schmidt currently only
sells ice cream sand-
wiches, but says dipping
the cones might be a nice
addition for the summer.

The Bulk Pantry in
Wellesley Village carries
a variety of  baking prod-
ucts ranging from flours,
sugars and salts as well
as numerous specialty
items, said Schmidt.
They also sell Wellesley
apple butters and cider
vinegars, in addition to a
selection of Swiss
Herbal remedies, natural
shampoos and tooth-
pastes as well as candies.

The Bulk Pantry in
Wellesley Village is open
Mondays through Satur-
days from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For more information,
please call the store at
519-656-3400

Wellesley is one of 12
communities in Ontario selected
to receive additional health care
personnel, says Ontario’s health
and long-term care minister. Tony
Clement announced on May 8 that
his government is investing $3
million to place nurse
practitioners (NP) in under-
serviced communities in Ontario.

“It’s good news for the
community. It means that we will
have a nurse practitioner in
Wellesley Township as soon as it
can be set up and that will assist
in the provision of primary
healthcare, said Waterloo-
Wellington MPP Ted Arnott.

Wellesley has needed additional
primary healthcare for some time,
added Arnott. “There’s only one
doctor…who is serving the needs
of thousands of patients in the
township. They really need six
doctors in fact, so they are really
under-serviced in terms of
medical service.

The $3 million fund will establish
a series of demonstration projects
that will place 20 NPs in 12 com-
munities in Ontario. It is not
clear at this time whether the
projects will become permanent.

“My understanding is that is not
unlike a trial or pilot project, but
generally speaking when you set
up a pilot project its intended to
serve a need and they are obvi-
ously aware of the issue because
I have brought this to the atten-
tion of the minister,” said Arnott.

Wellesley Township is currently
putting together a proposal for a
community health centre.

Wellesley to
receive nurse
practitioner
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39 Arthur St. S. - 669-8991

OUTOUTOUTOUTOUTSTSTSTSTSTANDINGANDING
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SEASON, KINGS!
SEASON, KINGS!
SEASON, KINGS!
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PHONE - 669-1616

Good Value Insurance

est.1976

Metal
Fabricating
Ltd.
2080 Northfield Dr. E.
R.R.2, ELMIRA

Congratulations
on a

GREAT
YEAR

PHONE: 669-1661
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Congratulations!
9 Church St. E. - 669-1461
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Elmira’s Vac Centre

59 Church St. W. - 669-1521

Restaurant & Catering

“Congratulations on a FANTASTIC Season”

11 Charles St., Elmira - 669-8380

Terry Paul
Cressman Ltd.

Congratulations Sugar Kings
Structural Steel Erection

21 Howard Ave, Unit 7. - 669-4400

Congratulations!

21 Arthur St. S. - 669-1641
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Congratulations
Sugar Kings

PHONE - 846-9066
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Congratulations
Kings, on an

OUTSTANDING
season!

By Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve Kannon
OBSERVER STAFF

Members of the
E l m i r a
Sugar Kings
organization

will enjoy a well-deserved
soiree May 11 as they
reflect on the success of
the 2001-2002 season.

The Kings posted a 38-5-
5 record on route to their
first-place finish in the
Mid-Western Junior B
League. Handily
dispatching the opposition
in the early rounds of  the
playoffs and capturing the
Cherrey Cup, the Kings
came one game short of
repeating as Sutherland
Cup champions. They lost
4-3 in a best-of-seven series
last week to the Sarnia
Blast.

Kings’ hard-fought season wraps up
Having reached a

number of  personal and
team milestones, there is
much to celebrate at the
awards banquet, says the
Kings’ general manager.

“It was a very successful
season,” said Graham
Snyder. “It was the first
time in team history that
we ended up in first place
in our league. We went
through our league
playoffs with one loss—an
overtime loss at that—so I
think we clearly
demonstrated that we
were the best hockey team
in our league. And it came
down to the best from
another league and they
were just a little bit better
when it counted.

“We did have a lot of
successes. We got the
effort that we were looking

for from the players – they
stayed very focused all
year, which is very
difficult to do at any level.
There were a lot of  great
individual efforts, but I
thought it was the
teamwork that they
demonstrated from start
to finish that made this
team very special.”

For coach Dave Officer,
the banquet will be an
upbeat affair, befitting the
stellar season that came
just one win short of
perfection.

“It’s a nice time to
celebrate the season and
review. It was a wonderful
season – the boys
competed every game at a
very high level. That’s why
they’re Cherrey Cup
champions, and made it
through the dreaded

round-robin and got to
game seven of  a
Sutherland Cup
championship.”

The season was
particularly satisfying
because the Kings were in
something of  a rebuilding
year, he added. Many
suspected the Kings would
have their hands full with
the regular season, let
alone the playoffs.

“To believe that this
particular group would go
to the Sutherland Cup and
be in a seventh game - if
you were to go back to
September, you would say
‘no way’ because it’s a
rebuilding year because
we won it last year. To
rebuild and be there in the
seventh game is
outstanding,” said Officer.

(SEE NEXT PAGE)

CONSTRUCTION  INC
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18 Arthur St. N. - 669-2561

Day-old chicks • Started pullets
Broilers • Ready-to-lay

 Turkeys • Ducks • Geese

PHONE - 747-2280
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BUILDING CONSULTANTS     SITE PLANNERS
FAX (519) 747-0217   •   blshantz@golden.net

“Congratulations”

LTD

112 Bonnie Cr. - 669-7607
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Call for an appointment
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PHONE - 669-2632

Good Value Insurance
Congratulations from

25 Industrial Drive, Elmira

30 Church St. W. - 669-2645

Way to go,
KINGS!
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122 Church St. W. - 669-5453

Congratulations, Kings!

For Tee Times, Call - 669-1652
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Congratulations on a
Well Played Season!

43 Arthur St. N. - 669-5377

ELMIRA
TRUCK

SERVICEEstablished 1963

664-2226 • 664-3400

“Congratulations”“Congratulations”“Congratulations”“Congratulations”“Congratulations”

11 Arthur St. S. - 669-1611
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Congratulations

PO Box 160, Elmira, Ontario
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Way to go, Kings!

1540 Floradale Rd. - 669-5105

M&G MILLWRIGHTS LIMITED
R.R.#1, Reg Rd 19, Elmira, ON

fax: 519-669-1450
email: mgmill@golden.net
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39 Arthur St. N. - 669-1666
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14 Arthur St. S. - 669-0888

Congratulations!

Raphael’s
PIZZERIA & CAFÉ

Although the
disappointment of  the
finals will linger for a
while, there is much to
celebrate, he added. As
well as the
achievements, there is
the issue of the
camaraderie the
players built, bonds
that kept them going
throughout the year.

“Right now, it’s time
to get into celebration
mode, to meet with the
guys and smile and
reflect a bit on those
special moments in

sports that we’ve shared.
And there were a lot of
special moments this year.
From the little personal
things that happened in
the dressing room to the
on-ice performances.”

The banquet represents
the last time this year’s
team will be together.
Seven players will not be
returning next year
because they’ve received
scholarships to U.S.
colleges or because they
will be too old to play in the
league. Team captain
Adam Hogg, Adam Kennel,
Andrew Lackner, Darryl

Moore, Andrew Roberts,
netminder Jeff
VanNynatten and Brent
Walton will join the ranks
of Kings alumni.

Despite the loss of some
star players, the Kings have
a solid foundation to build
on for next season, said
Snyder.

“Very much so. I think
that’s what’s been
happening over the last six
to eight years – even
though we may lose some
pretty good hockey players,
we have some others that
have been learning along
the way and it will be their

turn to step up next year
and lead the way.”

Fourteen players from
the current squad are
eligible to return next
season. How many of  those
will be in Elmira colours in
2002-2003 remains
unknown.

“It’s pretty well wide
open. There are a few
players that are iffy, they
could be moving
elsewhere, but we could
have all of  them back,” he
said.

While it may seem a little
early to be thinking of  next
season, Snyder’s role as

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13)
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21 Howard Ave. Unit 3
adv.mill@sympatico.ca
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Congratulations, Sugar Kings,
on a GREAT season!

25 Industrial Rd. - 669-1750

48 Arthur St. S. - 669-2706

30 Arthur St. S. - 669-9028
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3044 Sawmill Rd, St. Jacobs - 664-3711
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390 Arthur St. S. - 669-2015
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“Congratulations”

16 Church St. E. - 669-8502
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In the Birdland Plaza - 669-8234

“Congratulations on an
outstanding season!”

10 Church St. W. - 669-3591

Irish Pub

Way To Go Kings!

PHONE: 669-4993
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mp@lynnmyers.com

Lynn Myers
Member of Parliament
Waterloo-Wellington
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PO Box 130, Elmira - 669-5171

“Congratulations, Sugar Kings”
Toll Free Phone (In Canada): 1-800-569-8843,  Fax: 669-5982

www.martinmills.com    •    info@marbro.com

22 Second St. - 669-1217

Specializing in:
—Additions

—Interior Renovations

—Window Replacement

“Congratulations”

33 Industrial Dr. - 669-1591
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GREAT SEASON - WAY TO GO!

GM is quickly turning into
a year-round occupation.
Just next month, for
instance, the organization
will participate in a
prospects tournament in
Guelph.

Run by the Ontario
Hockey Association as a
training ground for its
referees, the tournament
features prospects from
Junior A and B clubs. The
event, running June 22-26
this year, usually features
six teams, but has been
expanded to eight. This
will be the Kings’ first
appearance.

The tourney will
showcase mostly younger
players from the Bantam
and Midget ranks, as well
as some from Junior C and
D teams looking to move
up, said Snyder. In order to
qualify to play with the
Kings’ squad, players
cannot have any Junior B
or higher experience.

Elmira also runs a
prospects camp of  its own
in August.

Snyder said he wants to
have his coaching staff  in
place before the June
event. He’s gunning to have
Officer and assistant coach

John East back in the fold.
“At this point, we haven’t

asked for any decisions
from them. We’d like to
have both coaches back,
but it will be their decision.
They’ll need a little time to
do some thinking on what
they’d like to do next year
and we’re going to give
them some time to do that.”

For his part, Officer said
he is looking forward to
next season, adding he had
yet to discuss the issue
formally with Snyder.

In the interim, he said he
is looking forward to a little
downtime following the

draining season and
playoff  schedule.

“It really wasn’t
until yesterday that I
started to feel a little
bit normal again,
because I was so
totally exhausted,” he
said May 7. “You’re
working on that
emotional level, as
well as cognitive level
whereby you’ve got to
be as sharp as you can
for the players. And
when it’s over, you’re
still peaking for a bit,
maintaining that
adrenaline level.”
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A rash of  hockey
a c c i d e n t s
i n v o l v i n g
spectators has

prompted Wellesley
Township to re-examine
the safety requirements of
its arenas.

The most recent accident
occurred locally on Mar. 30
after a stray puck struck a
woman sitting in the

Stray pucks bring arena safety to the forefront
Wellesley arenas don’t meet safety standards say ORFA

stands at the St. Clements
arena. While the woman’s
injuries were relatively
minor, Wellesley’s recre-
ation manager, Richard
Hoover, said the incident
has brought the issue of
safety to the attention of
the township.

“At this point, I’m not
exactly sure what the
safety standard is for
something like this,” said
Hoover. Currently the St
Clements arena has four

feet of  protective glass on
each end of  the arena and
three feet on either side, as
well as 45 feet of  netting on
each end from the glass to
the ceiling, said Hoover.

“My focus right now is
trying to get our ball
diamonds rolling and our
soccer…it (the arena) was
something I hoped to put
in place some time later in
the summer. I hope to have
a clearer understanding
of  the safety standards

after I have read the rec-
ommendations made
by the Ontario Recreation
Facilities Association
(ORFA).”

Meanwhile, Woolwich
Township took extra steps
to protect spectators three
years ago when it fitted six
feet of  glass around the
perimeter at its arenas in
Elmira and St. Jacobs.

“Since then, we haven’t
had any injuries,” said
facilities manager Tony

Herlick.
The issue of  hockey

safety returned to the
forefront recently when 13-
year-old Brittanie Cecil
died two days after a puck
struck her during an NHL
game in Columbus, Ohio.
On Mar. 24, Lorette
Bezpalko sustained serious
injuries after being struck
in the throat during a game
in Vermilion, Alberta. And
two years ago, Chad
Hildebrand was watching

a game in Winnipeg when
a puck ricocheted off
another spectator’s head
and struck his temple. A
week later, Hildebrand was
taken off  life support and
died.

ORFA currently
recommends that the
perimeter of  arenas
should be protected by
glass measuring a
minimum of 6 feet in
height with a thickness of
5/8 of  an inch.

By Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve Kannon
OBSERVER STAFF

Cycling enthusiasts are encouraged to take a
tour through the Woolwich countryside June
9 to raise funds for the Autism Society. A 40-

kilometre course will start at Kitchener City Hall
and make its way through St. Jacobs and Elmira as
the organization plays host to its fourth annual
event.

Shorter courses of  five and 10 kilometres will also
be available, noted organizer Laura Coughlin.
Walkers, runners and skaters, as well as cyclists
may find the shorter courses more suitable, she
added.

“We had about 40 participants last year, which
wasn’t too many. We’re certainly looking for more
this year – I’d love to raise $8,000.”

Participants raise funds by soliciting pledges – a
minimum of  $20 in pledges is required to take part.

Pledge sheets are available at the Cyclepath store
in Waterloo, as well as most community centres in
K-W.

Autism is a neurological disorder that affects the
functioning of  the brain. Autism and its associated
behaviours may occur in as many as 1 in 500
individuals. It is four times more prevalent in boys
than girls, according to the Autism Society. More
than 20,000 people in Ontario have autism or some
form of  pervasive developmental disorder (PDD).

Autism impacts the typical development of  the
brain in the areas of  social interaction and
communication skills. Children and adults with
autism typically have difficulties in verbal and non-
verbal communication, social interactions, and
leisure or play activities. They find it hard to
communicate with others and relate to the outside
world.

Registration on June 9 runs from 8 to 8:45 a.m.,
with the 40-kilometre cycle starting at 9 a.m. The 5K
and 10K events get going at 9:15. Goodie bags will be
handed out to the first 200 entrants. As well, T-shirts
will go to the first 100 entrants with pledges of  more
than $100, added Coughlin. The fundraiser goes rain
or shine.

CATCH! Elmira Lancers Sr. Boy’s rugby player Zack Peters is lifted into the air by his teammates to grab the ball in a 36-0
thumping of Glenview Park S. S. held at EDSS on May 6. The team stands at 2-2 so far this season with only one more
game remaining in the regular season. Their next game is May 14 at EDSS.

HUGO RODRIGUES

Cyclists to
peddle for

autism
fundraiser

4th annual event for
Autism Society set for June 9

HIGHSCHOOL SPORTING ACTION!

CONTROLLING THE BALL Elmira Lancers Sr. Girl’s soccer player Katie Drexler tries to gain control of the ball in the second
half of a 3-0 loss to Waterloo Oxford S. S. held at Lions Park on May 6.

HUGO RODRIGUES
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I’m told that the only
reason that a woman
would bear a second

child comes from the fact
that she’s forgotten the
pain and suffering she
endured the last time out.
This also sums up my
theory as to why anglers
return to the trout stream
each opening day. If  you
ask me, the only notable
difference is that, after
mere hours of  mind-
numbing anguish, the
expectant mother usually
comes away with a lively
eight-pounder and a photo.
Believe me, most trout
fishermen would kill for
that privilege.

That’s because, despite
what you’ve heard, the
primary goal of  every trout
chaser is not to catch a
large fish while other
anglers look on; it’s
avoiding anglers who have.

Trout opener — taking a fish by the nose

THE NOT-SO-GREAT
OUTDOORSMAN

BY STEVE GALEA

In the old days, this was
quite easy. When two
anglers met on stream they
simply circled each other
like stray dogs and quickly
got olfactory evidence
suggesting how the other
fellow had fared. Though
both were intent on telling
stories, if  one angler
smelled fishier, the other
would run off  with his tale
held low. If  not he’d be
forced to politely listen to
unsolicited expert advice.
Several of  these encounters
could really cut into the
time you spent avoiding
other successful anglers.

Of  course, creel sniffing
was not foolproof.
Unscrupulous fishermen
would often roll in long
dead things just to
simulate a full creel. Other,
less ethical types, might
even stoop to extreme
measures such as actually

catching fish.
I was reminded of  all

this last Saturday when
fishing on a well-known,
brook trout river.
Normally, it’s a place of
serene beauty, fast, clear
water, and tall majestic
pines. The dead moose in
my favourite pool gave it a
subtle ambiance that not
only complemented my
cologne but also gave the
place a rugged northern
character not generally
seen in your finer
postcards. At first I
thought the stench
emanated from my buddy,
but just as I looked at him
with newfound respect,
that bloated, hairless beast
got pulled downstream by
the swift current, leaving
only the moose and me to
sort things out.

Having the selective
memory of a husband

sobering up from an office
party, I quickly realized that
I had forgotten the realities
of  trout fishing; impossible
backlashes, impaled ears,
leaky waders, tree tangles,
and dangerous tumbles
through jagged rapids and
frigid whirlpools. Of
course, there was the bad
stuff  too, but I didn’t dwell
on it.

With this optimism, I
approached each new pool
convinced that the shell-
shocked trout in it had just
passed up on the five
hundred previous
offerings of  real bait
because it was waiting for
the one particular
artificial fly that I had
chosen based on planetary
alignment and advice
from my Ouija board. Yet,
after only a few hours of
rejection, I was almost
ready to doubt these time-

honoured truths and rely
on tea leaves.

Just then another angler
approached and asked if
he could try. After quickly
circling him, I stepped
aside unthreatened and
watched because there are
few things more satisfying
than observing another
angler utilize more
sophisticated tactics,
skills and equipment in
order to fail just as

miserably.
Before long a small

crowd assembled and yet
another angler gave it a
shot. By this time, a play-
by-play and the kind of
hushed whispering only
found in Olympic curling
finals were happening.
Most guys were cheering
for the wet, cold-blooded
creature that clung in the
current in front of  the big
rock.  Personally, I was
rooting for the fish.  And
I’d bet that angler was
secretly praying that it
didn’t hit either.

Strange, but there’s a
special feeling you get
sitting amongst fishless
anglers on a riverbank
where the smell of  being
skunked and wildflowers
mix together in the sweet
spring air. Then again,
who knows? It might have
just been the moose.

MARTHA’S
MIXES

BY MARTHA JEWITT

Once again this year,
I have a tiny nest
tucked into my

front door hanging
courtesy of  Mr. And Mrs.
House Finch. That means
that once again this year I
am suffering from some
sort of  maternal angst as I
watch, helpless, from the
sidelines while the finch
parents come and go. I
worry about the cowbirds
that fly too close to the door
and the grackle that patrols
the front flowerbed. I worry
that the female finch will
forget herself  and burst
into song, thus giving away
the whereabouts of  her
little nest. I listen anxiously
to the weather forecasts
and worry that the
temperatures will be too
cold for the incubation of
the two perfect eggs. In
short, I worry.

Well, that has led me to

Baby bird watching - surrogate parenting

By Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne Peach
OBSERVER STAFF

Junior squash player,
Brad Jones was
seeded for second

place in last weekend’s
under-19 championships
in Victoria BC, but failed
to make the finals, coming
in a disappointing third
after defeating Greg
Hutner 3-0. Sixth seed
Mathew Serediak of
Regina, completed a string
of  upsets, winning the
gold on Apr. 28.

“It was disappointing
not to make the finals,”
admitted Jones, “but all

my bird books where I
have found much
interesting material to
keep me occupied. I have
been focusing on saving
abandoned baby birds,
specifically. Now I have
had children of  my own
and occasionally may
have complained about
the amount of  work. But
I’m telling you, we
humans have nothing on
the dedication required by
parent birds to bring the
newborns to fledgling
stage. Did you know that
a single nestling requires
feeding every half  hour
from before sunup until
after sundown? Now that’s
commitment.

For the most part I am in
favour of  letting Nature
take her own course.
However, with my nearby
Finch nest in mind, I
thought it might be

interesting to explore the
role of  surrogate
parenting for abandoned
baby birds.

Imagine that you have
found a newborn bird in
your backyard. If  it has
obviously fallen out of  its
nest, the first thing that
you would do is gently lift
it back into its nest. (It is a
myth that parent birds
will reject a baby bird
because it smells like a
human). If  you cannot
locate the nest, or cannot
reach it safely, try
fashioning a makeshift
nest for the little escapee.
You can do this by lining a
plastic fruit pint box with
soft material and wire it to
the tree branch as close to
the original nest as
possible. Place the baby
bird inside and watch. If
the parents do not return
within an hour, you have

inherited the nestling and
you will need to care for it
until you hand it over to
the proper agency.

Now your work begins in
earnest. First you need to
provide warmth. You can
use a shoe box containing
two plastic pop bottles
filled with warm water
and wrapped in soft cloths.
Place the nestling inside
of  the box and remember
to refill the water inside of
the bottles to maintain a
warm temperature. You
can now begin feeding.

Insects are the first
choice for baby birds but
with any luck you will not
find these in your
cupboards. Not to worry.
You can substitute with a
mixture of  2 tablespoons
corn syrup and 4
tablespoons warm water.
When the desired
temperature has been

determined you can begin
feeding your foster
nestling the life sustaining
liquid with an eye dropper.
Most baby birds will
quickly open their beaks
at the slightest
disturbance nearby. Be
watchful and when the
beak opens, be quick with
the dropper.

After the first few liquid
meals you can switch to
feeding worms. ( I’m just
kidding). There is another

substitute that you can
use and it consists of
mashed hard boiled egg
yolk mixed with 2
tablespoons baby cereal or
crushed cornflakes and
softened with warm
water. Feed with a blunt
ended skewer every half
hour and feed your
nestling all that it will eat
at each feeding. I
guarantee that before too
long you will be on the
phone to the proper
agency, ready to hand over
your foster bird to a
suitable home.

As I said before, I am
prepared to let Mother
Nature run the show. But
sometimes we become
participants in this show
and I thought you may
want to know that for this
particular role there is
more than a little
commitment required.

Conestogo squash player takes
third in national championship

He’s not accustomed to finishing third, but Jones says it was a good experience
the competitors played
well and deserved to win.”

Jones is not accustomed
to being out of  the finals.
This year he won both dis-
trict Ontario opens in Ot-
tawa and came 2nd in the
Edmonton competition.

“I was pretty confident
when I went in,” said
Jones.

I think there were a
number of  factors that
compromised my
performance, says Jones.
“I think maybe I was over
training … too close to the
tournament and a little
bored with it. I was also
tired from the time zone

change and a little jet-
lagged. It’s been a long
year.”

Still the results of  the
Victoria tournament were
surprising, admits Jones.
“At last year’s
competition, for example,
I came first against this
year’s winner Mathew
Serediak.”

Seventeen -year-old
Jones of  Conestogo, has
competed at the national
level for three years,
securing first place in last
year’s under 17 national
competition in Montreal,
and second place in the
previous two national

championships.
Born into a family of

squash enthusiasts, Jones
is following in the
footsteps of  his brother
Bret, who competed in
both the USA and British

squash opens. While the
team has not been offi-
cially announced, Jones
expects to be chosen to
play for Canada in the
world competition hosted
in India.

On Apr. 30, Jones left
Victoria to play in the
Senior Canadian Closed
Men’s Pro Championships
in Calgary. It was a good
opportunity to pick up
some tips and see how
they play, says Jones.
Now’s he’s home and
preparing to play for the
World Open Junior
Squash Tournament in
August.

BRAD JONES

DOES THE
OBSERVER
KNOW?

WE’RE
LOOKING FOR
YOUR STORIES!

If you think
someone

else might be
interested in
what you’re

doing....
then call us.
669-5790

Scores • Conquests
Personal Bests etc.
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THE OBSERVER WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO SAY

CONGRATULATONS
TO THE WINNER OF OUR MOTHER’S DAY NIGHT OUT

CONTEST ADVERTISED IN THE APRIL 27 ISSUE.
HAROLD MARTIN

has won a pair of tickets to see Ragtime (courtesy the Centre In The Sqaure), and
dinner for two at the Crossroads Restaurant. Thanks again to all who entered.

ARTS&&&&&CULTURE
Musical captures Ragtime era
By Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve Kannon

OBSERVER STAFF

The all-
encompassing
tide of  change at
the turn of  the

last century sets the stage
for one of  the most
acclaimed musicals of
recent years, Ragtime,
which comes to Kitchener
next week.

Since its launch in 1996,
the musical adaptation of
E.L. Doctorow’s classic
novel has wowed critics
and fans alike. The latest
touring company, on the
road since September,
brings the show to the
Centre in the Square May
13-15.

Four performances are
scheduled.

Ragtime is a portrait of
three families representing
various takes on the
American dream: one
upper-middle class, white
Anglo-Saxon Protestant;
one socialist immigrant
Jewish; and one Harlem
black. As they embark on
personal voyages of  self-
discovery, their lives
become dramatically
intertwined with one
another as well as with real-
life historical characters
including Henry Ford,
Harry Houdini, J.P. Morgan
and Booker T. Washington.

Coalhouse Walker Jr. is a
fiery black piano man who
demands retribution when
his Model T is destroyed by

Stage adaptation of E.L. Doctorow’s novel makes its way to Kitchener’s Centre in the Square May 13-15

a mob of  white trouble-
makers. Walker’s love in-
terest is a young girl named
Sarah, who has been taken
in by a WASP family ruled
by “Father,” a patriarchal
figure who dominates his
household (and his submis-
sive wife “Mother”) with
his overbearing presence.
Tateh is a Jewish immi-
grant who unwittingly
finds himself  involved in
the birth of  the motion pic-
ture industry after invent-
ing a flip book for his
daughter.

The story is infused with
the music of  the ragtime

era, exemplified by per-
formers such as Scott
Joplin, which dominated
for two decades between
1890 and 1910.

The production is a slice
of  American life at the turn-
of-the-century, an age of
exciting transitions and
great change. Ragtime is
interwoven with pivotal
historic events such as
Admiral Peary’s expedition
to the North Pole, the
sinking of the Lusitania,
the birth of  the American
labour union, the develop-
ment of  assembly-line tech-
nology and the dawn of  the

automotive and motion pic-
ture industries.

Ragtime’s book is by Tony
Award-winning playwright
Terrence McNally, winner of
the 1995 and 1996 Tony
Award for Best Play for Love!
Valour! Compassion! and
Masterclass, respectively.
The score is by Lynn Ahrens
(lyrics) and Stephen
Flaherty (music), whose
previous collaborations
include Once On This Island
and the musical adaptation
of  My Favorite Year.

Many of  its themes still
resonate today. The lot of
immigrants. The status of

blacks in America. The
role of  the sexes.

Such issues, and the
stroll through history, have
captivated audiences. The
moving story holds people
in its spell, says the actor
who plays the role of
“Mother,” the archetypal
WASP.

“It’s a big responsibility.
I have to be every white
mother,” Emily Herring
said May 7 in a telephone
interview from West
Virginia. “I feel like I’m
playing the roles of  my
mother and my
grandmother – very
loving, compassionate,
giving women who are
open to change. But they’re
still conservatives.”

A native of  Alabama,
Herring said her work in
Ragtime has been
educational – because the
cast is as varied as the
characters in the play,
she’s had to cope with the
same kind of  interactions.
On the road for months,
travelling together and
living in close proximity,
the 31 members of the cast
have learned to get along.

“Because there are so
many cultures in the show,
and in the cast, we’ve had
to learn to live together,
but we get along great.

“This role is very similar
to my background. I think
that’s one of  the reasons
that I got it – I am a WASP,”
she said with a laugh of
her own conservative up-

bringing in the Bible belt
of  the U.S. south.

“If  I went straight from
Alabama to this show, it
would have been a huge
eye-opener and learning
experience, a culture
shock, even. But because
I’ve lived in New York for
four years, I’ve lived this.”

The cast bonding,
however, is about to come
to an end as the tour nears
its finale. Kitchener is the
second-to-last stop; the
show finishes in Syracuse,
NY at the end of  next week.

Herring said she has
mixed feelings about end of
the run, likening the timing
to high school graduation –
dreading the breakup of
the old gang and excited
about what comes next.
With the light at the end of
the hectic touring tunnel
(performing in as many as
six cities in a week), the
cast is now revving it up a
notch, she said.

“It’s the last week of  the
tour, so there’s a lot of
extra energy. We’re getting
excited about the end, so I
think we have even more
energy and enthusiasm.”

That energy should be on
display when Ragtime
makes its way to
Kitchener. Four shows are
scheduled: nightly at 8
p.m., plus a 2 p.m matinee
on May 14. Tickets are $45-
$65, available at the box
office, or by calling 578-
1570 or toll free 1-800-265-
8977.

Penderecki ensemble kicks off Quartetfest
Church Theatre welcomes performers to St. Jacobs May 17-June 8

are involved in education as
a year-round commitment –
they’ve spent more than 10
years as Quartet-in-
Residence at Wilfrid
Laurier University. Under
the quartet’s direction, the
string program has become
one of  Canada’s most
prestigious. The Quartet
offers chamber music and
studio instruction to
students from all over the
world.

Friday, May 17, 2002. 8:00 p.m.
Penderecki String Quartet with

Shalom Bard, clarinet
$18, Students and Seniors $10

Wednesday, May 22, 2002. 8:00 p.m.
Penderecki String Quartet with

Steven Dann, viola
$18, students and seniors $10

Friday, May 31, 2002. 7:00 p.m.
Young Artists

$10, students and seniors $5

Saturday, June 1, 2002. 7:00 p.m.
Young Artists

$10, students and seniors $5
Sunday, June 2, 2002. 8:00 p.m.

Colorado String Quartet
$18, students and seniors $10

Friday, June 7, 2002. 7:00 p.m.
Young Artists

$10, students and seniors $5
Saturday, June 8, 2002. 7:00 p.m.

Young Artists
$10, students and seniors $5

Quartetfest 2002 concert schedule
at the Church Theatre (for tickets, call: 664-1134):The internationally

a c c l a i m e d
Penderecki String

Quartet opens the annual
Quartetfest May 17 at St.
Jacobs’ Church Theatre.

The event, which runs
until June 8, is a project of
Wilfrid Laurier University,
said the theatre’s Jenny
Shantz.

“This is extremely
beautiful music that fits
well into the environment

of  the Church Theatre.”
The Penderecki String

Quartet—Jeremy Bell,
violin; Jerzy Kaplanek,
violin; Christine Vlajk,
viola; Paul Pulford, cello—
has become one of the most
celebrated chamber
ensembles in the music
world. The Quartet’s
performing schedule takes
them annually to the great
concert stages of  North and
South America, Europe and

the Far East.
The Penderecki String

Quartet devotes much of  its
time to Quartetfest, a non-
profit organization which
produces a Festival of  String
Quartets in Waterloo. The
festival combines a week of
performances with a month-
long seminar in quartet
playing for advanced
students and young
professional quartets.

Members of  the quartet

STOICISM The cast of Ragtime, which will perform four shows at the Centre in the Square,
includes Emily Herring as ‘Mother.’
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CLASSIFIEDADS
The best place to buy it, sell it, trade it, find a job or announce it.

SELF STORAGESELF STORAGESELF STORAGESELF STORAGESELF STORAGE

BAUMAN
PIANO
SERVICE
•Tuning
•Repair
•Rebuilding

JAMES R. BAUMAN
Craftsman Member O.G.P.T. Inc

664-2917
ST. JACOBS

PIANO SERPIANO SERPIANO SERPIANO SERPIANO SERVICESVICESVICESVICESVICES

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

ORTLIEB
CRANE

• 12.5 ton BoomTruck
• 30 ton Mobile Crane

24 Hour Service
 7 Days A Week

698-2263

& Equipment Ltd.

CRANE SERCRANE SERCRANE SERCRANE SERCRANE SERVICESVICESVICESVICESVICES

669-4964
100 SOUTH FIELD DRIVE, ELMIRA

CLEAN • DRY • SECURE
Call

Various
sizes &
rates

GLASS & MIRRORGLASS & MIRRORGLASS & MIRRORGLASS & MIRRORGLASS & MIRROR

SPORSPORSPORSPORSPORTING GOODSTING GOODSTING GOODSTING GOODSTING GOODS

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

AAAAACORN GLASSCORN GLASSCORN GLASSCORN GLASSCORN GLASS
& MIRROR L& MIRROR L& MIRROR L& MIRROR L& MIRROR LTD.TD.TD.TD.TD.
Glass and Mirror cut to sizeGlass and Mirror cut to sizeGlass and Mirror cut to sizeGlass and Mirror cut to sizeGlass and Mirror cut to size
Plexi and LPlexi and LPlexi and LPlexi and LPlexi and Lexan cut to sizeexan cut to sizeexan cut to sizeexan cut to sizeexan cut to size
Screen and Storm RScreen and Storm RScreen and Storm RScreen and Storm RScreen and Storm Repairsepairsepairsepairsepairs

Sealed UnitsSealed UnitsSealed UnitsSealed UnitsSealed Units
RRRRReplacement Weplacement Weplacement Weplacement Weplacement Windowsindowsindowsindowsindows

1600 KING ST1600 KING ST1600 KING ST1600 KING ST1600 KING ST. N., Unit 17,. N., Unit 17,. N., Unit 17,. N., Unit 17,. N., Unit 17,
STSTSTSTST. JA. JA. JA. JA. JACOBS   COBS   COBS   COBS   COBS   664-1210664-1210664-1210664-1210664-1210

GUGUGUGUGUARANTEED COMPETITIVE PRICESARANTEED COMPETITIVE PRICESARANTEED COMPETITIVE PRICESARANTEED COMPETITIVE PRICESARANTEED COMPETITIVE PRICES

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

REPAIRS TO:
Trailers, 5th Wheels,

Hard Tops, Motor
Homes, Truck Camp-

ers, Snowmobiles
& Small Engines

15 PARK ST. E., ELMIRA

(519) 669-3595

REPREPREPREPREPAIRSAIRSAIRSAIRSAIRS

LALALALALAWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPING

TOPSOIL
• Lawn Ornaments • Decorative Stone •

• Screened • Mixed • Gravel • Sand •
• Cedar Mulch • Pine Mulch • Coloured Mulch •

• Lawn Furniture • Cement Ornaments •

884-6441
Weber & King St. N., Waterloo, ON

St. Clements 669-4550Paving & Landscaping

HEALHEALHEALHEALHEALTHTHTHTHTH

Faye A Brubacher
Certified Reflexologist, RAC

Heidelberg
(519) 699-4350

Fbrubacher@brubacher.ca

Natural Healing
Techniques

•

Reflexology

Aromatherapy
•

ELMIRAELMIRAELMIRAELMIRAELMIRA
TTTTThhhhhe Stone Cre Stone Cre Stone Cre Stone Cre Stone Crock Grock Grock Grock Grock Group has theoup has theoup has theoup has theoup has the
following positions available:following positions available:following positions available:following positions available:following positions available:

Part Time Evening Cook - Position available, working
approx. 25+ hours per week - Experience in quantity
cooking an asset. Must be able to continually lift 30lbs,
enjoy cooking and working with people.

Part Time Buffet Cook - Responsible for stocking and
preparation for the breakfast buffet. Working about 25
hours per week. Must be able to continually lift 30lbs,
enjoy cooking and working with people.

If you are interested, please submit your resume to:
Human Resources

7 Albert Street
St. Jacobs, ON

N0B 2N0
fax: (519) 664-1513

email: cschiller@stjacobs.com
(Or drop off an application at the restaurant)

Woolwich Community Health Centre (St. Jacobs) requires a
Hospice/Volunteer Coordinator

Permanent half-time (18.75 hours a week)
Required qualifications:
•

•

•
•
•

Bachelors degree in health and/or social sciences preferred, or
community college nursing degree with relevant experience
2-5 years inter-disciplinary experience working with clients/caregivers
experiencing life-threatening illness, death and bereavement
Volunteer coordination/management skills
Knowledge of Woolwich/eastern Wellesley Townships
Well-developed communication and interpersonal skills

Applicants will only be considered if they include with their resume
a 1-2 page attachment (point form) which clearly demonstrates how
their previous skills and experience correspond to each of the above
qualifications. Applications are due by 12 noon Tuesday, May 21,
2002, to Denise Squire, Executive Director, Woolwich Community
Health Centre, 10 Parkside Drive, St. Jacobs, Ontario, N0B 2N0.

PART TIME
REGISTERED NURSE
required for medical office

in Woolwich  Township.

Please reply to Box #300
Woolwich Observer

20-B Arthur Street N.
Elmira, ON
N3B 1Z9

CHINA BOY 177 CAL.
Pellet Rifle, Single Shot No

FAC Req’d $35

REMINGTON 222 CAL.
- M-788

Bolt-Action, 3x Scope $525
NIKKO 12 GA.

Over/Under S/T A/E Sel.
Trigger $550

We take in trade-ins &
buy all unwanted firearms

3310 King St. E., Kitchener
Phone 893-4867 Fax 893-7633
E-mail: keith.lovett@sympatico.ca

Hours: Mon-Fri 1pm - 5:30pm
Sat. 9:30am - 2:00pm

Rod & Gun Centre Ltd.

Perhaps you are unhappy in your present job. Are you looking for
respect, growth opportunity, steady work/pay, benefits? Carpentry
contractors - are you working too many hours with not enough
time for yourself and your family? Want to go back to doing the
work you love without the hassles of selling, estimating, collecting,
dealing with unreliable help?

If you can manage all phases of residential renovating, including
actual framing and construction, and coordinating and supervising
trade contractors, then we would like to see your resume and
references.

Please Mail resumes to
Menno S. Martin Contractor Limited,
P.O Box #508 St. Jacobs ON N0B 2N0

Ask some of our “old time masters” why they have been here for
20, 25, and some over 30 years. Ask if they enjoy their paid
vacation time, paid holidays, group insurance, tool allowance, etc.
This just might be YOUR renovation company.

LEAD CARPENTERS,LEAD CARPENTERS,LEAD CARPENTERS,LEAD CARPENTERS,LEAD CARPENTERS,
CARPENTRCARPENTRCARPENTRCARPENTRCARPENTRY CONTRACTORSY CONTRACTORSY CONTRACTORSY CONTRACTORSY CONTRACTORS

ACCOMMODAACCOMMODAACCOMMODAACCOMMODAACCOMMODATIONSTIONSTIONSTIONSTIONS

Rental Needed for family.
House or farm house. Elmira,
surrounding area. Needed for
July 1st. call  669-8597.

If you’re reading this, it means
Observer Classifieds work.
Place your ad in the Observer
Classifieds - Call  for details.

Attention: Work From Home.
Earn $1000 - $6000 per month
part time/full  time.  1-800-679-
9515 www.freedom25.com
Coating Applicator Required
Coating company looking for
general labourers to coat roofs,
sidewalls, etc. Valid drivers li-
cense required. Previous spray
painting experience an asset.
Must be willing to travel to job
sites. Fax resume to (519)699-
1128 or by email to info@coem-
tek.on.ca.

Driver Needed. Thursday only
(perfect for retired person).
Customer service - Saturday
only.  Apply at Stemmler Meats
and Cheese, 3015 Lobsinger
Line Heidelberg.
Form Setter and Labourer full
or part-time.  Own transporta-
tion.  Phone after 7 p.m. 698-
2788.
Pilgrim’s Provident Retire-
ment Home 3 Erb Street needs
mature person for afternoon
and night shift.  Please apply in
person.

Siding Installers. We want to
add to our team of quality con-
scious installers. Top rates for
commercial and residential
work. Call or fax resumes to:
Haack Siding & Supplies,   648-
3420, fax 648-3228.
Wanted: Carpenter and or car-
penter’s helper. I. Weber Con-
struction Ltd. Call (519) 669-
2112.

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE

Buffet and Hutch, table and six
chairs, solid wood $450 obo,
large desk and chair, solid wood
$200 obo, large piano upright,
good condition $450 obo 669-
8734.

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE

Car Part, Chev engine 267 com-
plete.  Needs cam. $50  669-
8004.
Chain Link Fence Approx. 400
- 500 ft. Green powder paint.
$1000 o.b.o Call 664-1409.

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE

Compute P1 monitor, modem,
mouse, keyboard, speakers.
$50. 669-4534.

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE

Crib - Storkcraft, white with
mattress, like new $200.  Stove
- Moffat, almond in very good
condition; $150. Call 669-3511.

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE

Dehumidifier, Very clean.
Works great. $50.  669-8004.

Dining Room suite, E & S Cabi-
nets. Solid light oak. Oval table,
3 leaves, 6 chairs, buffet and
hutch. $850 o.b.o. 699-6018.
Dining Suite, pedestal table, 6
chairs, buffet and hutch. Oak
finish, Like new. $1900. 698-
2177.
Door Aluminum, 34 X 80.
White. Screen/glass insert. $50.
669-5738.

Drawer Slides Full extension
ball bearing drawer runners.
100 lb weight capacity. 10 sets
for $80. 699-1109.
Float Coat. Buoy - o - buoy. Size
XL. Like new $125 o.b.o Call
664-2765.

Game, Dreamcast. Soul caliber.
$45. Call 669-8173.
Game, Dreamcast. Tony Hawk
$45. Call 669-8173.

OWNER
OPERATORS

Flatbed Irregular Route
Ontario - U.S.

Home weekends
If you are a safe, service-minded

operator, call

WAYFREIGHT
1-800-265-2562
Guelph, Ontario

AUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVE

21 Industrial Dr.  Elmira
669-7652

AUTO
CLINIC

BEAUTYBEAUTYBEAUTYBEAUTYBEAUTY

• Expert Makeup Artistry
• Esthetics & Skincare
• Personal Image Consulting

im a g e  & e s t h e t i c s
(519) 884-9075

WATERLOO

Specializing in Private ONE ON ONE Service

FREE Initial Consultation!

“Your Beauty Oasis on the outskirts of Waterloo”
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CRESSMAN
CONSTRUCTION

SINCE 1978

ELMIRA LTD.• Roofing
• Siding
• Additions
• Renovations

Ron Cressman

669-8610

CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCARPET CLEANINGCARPET CLEANINGCARPET CLEANINGCARPET CLEANINGCARPET CLEANING

COMPLETECOMPLETECOMPLETECOMPLETECOMPLETE
CCCCCARPET CARPET CARPET CARPET CARPET CAREAREAREAREARE

669-7607669-7607669-7607669-7607669-7607 Elmira’s #1 Choice For Over 30 Years

Wet or Dry Cleaning
• Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning on Location
• Area Rug Cleaning Drop-off  & Pick up Service
• Water Damage Restoration Certified
• Pet deodorization 669-7607

r_mcnall@hotmail.com

“You can stand on our reputation!”

AUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVE

ThompsonThompsonThompsonThompsonThompson’s’s’s’s’s
Auto TAuto TAuto TAuto TAuto Tech Inc.ech Inc.ech Inc.ech Inc.ech Inc.

21 HOWARD AVE., ELMIRA

669-4400

Providing the latest technology
to repair  your vehicle with
accuracy and confidence.

(Behind the old Trylon Building)

• Wallpaper • window covering
• Faux Finishes • Service

• Colour Consulting
• In Home advice

5 Church St. E., Elmira

669-4310

DECORADECORADECORADECORADECORATINGTINGTINGTINGTING AGRICULAGRICULAGRICULAGRICULAGRICULTURALTURALTURALTURALTURAL

PIONEER

Paul MetzgerPaul MetzgerPaul MetzgerPaul MetzgerPaul Metzger 519-698-1021

Big & Small

ENTERPRISES

HAY &
STRAW
FOR SALE

CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

• Concrete removal & replacement
• Siding work up to 66’ high

•Pole Structures
•Remodeling & restoration

Marty Trapp  RR#1 Elmira  Ph. (519)846-9066
fax: 519-846-9319

General Contracting specializing in:

YOUR
PLUMBING
& HEATING

SPECIALISTS!

C.J.C.J.C.J.C.J.C.J.
BRUBACHER LBRUBACHER LBRUBACHER LBRUBACHER LBRUBACHER LTD.TD.TD.TD.TD.

669-3362669-3362669-3362669-3362669-3362
19 First St. E., Elmira

PLUMBINGPLUMBINGPLUMBINGPLUMBINGPLUMBING WINDOW TREAWINDOW TREAWINDOW TREAWINDOW TREAWINDOW TREATMENTSTMENTSTMENTSTMENTSTMENTS

Country Gifts
and Collectables

Teddy Bears, Dolls,
and Victorian Accessories

26 Arthur Street South,
Elmira 669-8309

Come In & See
Our New Stock

LAWN CARE LTD.
LAWN CARE PROGRAMS

669-1278

LANDSCAPING
• Aerating
• Dethatching
• Broadleaf Weed Control
• Slow Release Granular Fertilizer
• Chinchbug Control
• White Grub Control
• Crabgrass Control

• Hydro-Seeding
• Sodding
• Planting
• Interlocking Stone
• Retaining Walls & Steps
• Water Ponds
• Backhoe & Loader Services

LALALALALAWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPING

LI’L ACRES LAWN
& GARDEN CARE

• • • • • SPRING & FSPRING & FSPRING & FSPRING & FSPRING & FALL CLEANUPALL CLEANUPALL CLEANUPALL CLEANUPALL CLEANUP          (LAWN ROLLING, RAKING, AERATING)(LAWN ROLLING, RAKING, AERATING)(LAWN ROLLING, RAKING, AERATING)(LAWN ROLLING, RAKING, AERATING)(LAWN ROLLING, RAKING, AERATING)

• • • • • MOMOMOMOMOWING & WING & WING & WING & WING & TRIMMINGTRIMMINGTRIMMINGTRIMMINGTRIMMING

• • • • • FLFLFLFLFLOOOOOWERBEDSWERBEDSWERBEDSWERBEDSWERBEDS

• • • • • PPPPPLLLLLANTING &ANTING &ANTING &ANTING &ANTING &
               MAINTENANCEMAINTENANCEMAINTENANCEMAINTENANCEMAINTENANCE

RESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIAL
& C& C& C& C& COMMEROMMEROMMEROMMEROMMERCIALCIALCIALCIALCIAL

•••••
FREE ESTIMAFREE ESTIMAFREE ESTIMAFREE ESTIMAFREE ESTIMATESTESTESTESTES

•••••
REASONABLE RREASONABLE RREASONABLE RREASONABLE RREASONABLE RAAAAATES!TES!TES!TES!TES!

CCCCCALL GRALL GRALL GRALL GRALL GRAAAAACE LETHBRIDGECE LETHBRIDGECE LETHBRIDGECE LETHBRIDGECE LETHBRIDGE
(519) 648-3132(519) 648-3132(519) 648-3132(519) 648-3132(519) 648-3132
PO BOPO BOPO BOPO BOPO BOX 208 - BRESLX 208 - BRESLX 208 - BRESLX 208 - BRESLX 208 - BRESLAAAAAUUUUU

LANDSCAPINGLANDSCAPINGLANDSCAPINGLANDSCAPINGLANDSCAPING

BULK LANDSCAPING DEPOT

888-9992
650 Weber St. N., Waterloo

Corner of Benjamin & Weber

Topsoil & Mixes
Retaining Walls & Flagstone

Waterfall Rockery
GET A LGET A LGET A LGET A LGET A LOOOOOAD OF THISAD OF THISAD OF THISAD OF THISAD OF THIS
Serving KW for over 20 Years

TOP SOIL

LANDSCAPING / TOPSOILLANDSCAPING / TOPSOILLANDSCAPING / TOPSOILLANDSCAPING / TOPSOILLANDSCAPING / TOPSOIL

ELECTRELECTRELECTRELECTRELECTROLOLOLOLOLYYYYYSISSISSISSISSIS
CLINICCLINICCLINICCLINICCLINIC

•permanent hair
removal
Call for an
appointment
Tuesday - Friday

Marjorie Plein C.E.
53 Duke St., Elmira

669-3924669-3924669-3924669-3924669-3924

ELECTROLELECTROLELECTROLELECTROLELECTROLYSISYSISYSISYSISYSIS

FlowFlowFlowFlowFlower er er er er &&&&&
GGGGGift Shopift Shopift Shopift Shopift Shop

12 Arthur St., S. ELMIRA
669-1313

Amanda Jewitt-Dyck, Owner

WWWWWindow Bindow Bindow Bindow Bindow Boxoxoxoxox
TTTTThehehehehe

FLOWERS / GIFTSFLOWERS / GIFTSFLOWERS / GIFTSFLOWERS / GIFTSFLOWERS / GIFTS

GARAGE
SALES

Read’Read’Read’Read’Read’s
DecoratingDecoratingDecoratingDecoratingDecorating

SINCE
1961

WE’VE MOVED
Now, get all your home
decorating needs at our

new location.

Visit us at
27 Arthur St. S.

669-3658

DECORADECORADECORADECORADECORATINGTINGTINGTINGTING

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE REAL ESTREAL ESTREAL ESTREAL ESTREAL ESTAAAAATETETETETE
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YPRESSURE POINT THERAPY
COMPLIMENTARY WORKSHOP

with Dr. Bryan Lawrence D.C.
Pressure Points are areas of Stored Stress on a nerve pathway.

You Will Learn How to Find & Treat the Pressure Points For:
• FATIGUE • HEADACHES • LOW BACK PAIN • NECK PAIN

• SINUS & ALLERGIES • ARM and WRIST PAIN (Carpel Tunnel Syndrome)

• NUMBNESS & TINGLING (Arms & Legs)

Learn How Gentle Light Touch Will Assist
Your Body To Promote Improved Health.
“Address the Cause, not the Symptoms”
WHEN: Tuesday, May 14, 2002   6:30-8:00 pm

WHERE: 30 Dupont St. East, Suite 204, Waterloo
Participants are asked to bring a non-perishable food

item to be donated to the local Food Bank

CALL 746-4144... SPACE IS LIMITED

COMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTS COMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTS

Helmet, Motocross style with
goggles and gloves. $30. 669-
3323.

No GST Event on Whirlpool,
Inglis and Kitchenaid fridges,
stoves, washers, stainless tub
dishwashers.  Sale ends May
18. Walters Appliances, Great
Prices, better service, Elmira
669-2007

Organ, Antique. Dark wood.
$50. Call 669-1833.
Ornament, Lawn beautiful
stone, approx. 36 in X 24 in
high. $50.  698-2338.

Satellite System: RCA Direct
TV with dual LNB, includes HU
card programmed, $300.00.
Programmed HU card only
$140. Call  827-6240

Satellite, Direct TV Systems.
500 to 600 channels + HU card
programming.  Call 699-5589.

Sewing Machine Imperial with
cabinet works well. $40. Call
656-3352.

Sink, Double Stainless steel.
Almost new. $20.  698-9979.
Surround Receiver, Yamaha RX
-V495 Dolby digital, Mint con-
dition. $340. Call 656-3581.

Table with 6 chairs, chrome.
$50. Call 664-2738.
Table, Coffee and 2 end tables.
$25. Call 664-2738.
Waterbed with futon,
queensize. 6 drawers. Like new
$200. Call 664-1801.

Waterbed, Motionless,
queensize. Blue caps. $180.
$200 Call 664-1801.

Cash Crop Farm west of
Listowel 128 x 40 x 12 pole barn
(easily converted), double 25
parlor, 40 x 48 x 14’6" shed,
10,000 bushel dryer bin and leg.
Updated 5 bedroom house. 100
acres with 75 workable,
$515,000. An additonal 100
acres package deal $810,000. All
goat related equipment/penning
at additional cost. Real Estate
inquiries welcome. All offers
considered. 519-887-6628.

AUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVE

1997 Grand Voyager LE, an-
other local trade in, all options
incl. rear air. Voisin’s Elmira,
669-2831.
1998 Chrysler Concorde LXI,
another local trade in, fully
loaded and very low kms.
Voisin’s Elmira.  669-2831.
1999 Dakota SLT Club Cab,
another local trade in, fully
loaded and very low kms.
Voisin’s Elmira,  669-2831.
1999 Dodge Stratus SE, an-
other local trade in, nicely
equipped, very low kms. Voisin
Elmira,  669-2831.
1999 Grand Caravan Sport,
another local trade in, loaded in-
cluding luxury group. Low kms.
Voisin’s Elmira,  669-2831.

WANTEDWANTEDWANTEDWANTEDWANTED

Buying Old Brick Farmhouses
and other rural brick buildings
for wrecking and brick salvage.
call Ross Lumley, (519)383-
2024 Sarnia.  We have demol-
ished buildings in your area as
far back as 1969.

Play structure. Will purchase
newer wooden play set, wood
roofed fort perferred.  Call 664-
1536.
Record Player turntable. Work-
ing or not. Call Darcy 669-8339.
Tiller, Garden Small front tine
wanted. Call 698-9852.
Used Pallets Will pay for deliv-
ered pallets. Please call  664-
3688 and ask for Rob.

Wanted Steel bander, complete
with cart tensioner and sealer.
Call 698-2731.

Wanted, China. Alfred Meeken,
rose O’dell; Johnson Brs.
Waldarf, R184-66; Rosemary
cups and saucers. 698-2795.
Wanted, Trampoline in excel-
lent condition. Please call 669-
5569 after 6 p.m.

Wanted. Country style sofa,
brown floral pattern. Excellent
condition. Call 698-2731.

PETSPETSPETSPETSPETS

Free To A Good Home. 10 year
old Husky. Good disposition,
good with kids. Call 638-3905.

WWWWWANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED CHILD CARE & CARECHILD CARE & CARECHILD CARE & CARECHILD CARE & CARECHILD CARE & CARE
GIVINGGIVINGGIVINGGIVINGGIVING

Babysitter Wanted. Summer
student needed to babysit for
the months of July and August.
Approx. 25-30 hours per week.
3 children aged 12, 10, 6 -
swimming training would be an
asset. Please call after 5:00;
669-8430.

Advertise in The Observer!

TRADES & SERTRADES & SERTRADES & SERTRADES & SERTRADES & SERVICESVICESVICESVICESVICES

Cleaning Ladies available.
Trustworthy, energetic, reliable.
Call 669-5374.
Do You Need painting?  Do you
have trouble choosing colour
schemes and fabrics?  Do you
want someone who is reliable,
has experience and is fully in-
sured?  Then give us a call at
(519) 669-2485 and ask for
Andrea.

Need Your Home Cleaned?
Call 669-8017 (weekdays) for
honest, reliable, cleaning at rea-
sonable rates.  Elmira and sur-
rounding area.  References
available.

Gary Jantzi
Auctions

RR1 Wellesley,
Ont.

(519) 656-3555.
Wednesday May
15, 3:00 p.m. –
clearing auction
sale of household
effects; antiques;
collectables; and
miscellaneous items
to be held at the St.
Jacobs Community
Center, St. Jacobs
for the estate of the
late Alma
Heckendorn of
Elmira and toher
additions.
Saturday May 18,
1:00 p.m. – prop-
erty auction of a 3
b e d r o o m
winterized cottage
located on a Ravine
lot in a secluded
lake front commu-
nity to be held at
7302 Coyne Rd.
Dunwich Twp for
Timoth Grendys.
Saturday May 25,
8:30 a.m. – Annual

Mennonite Relief Sale of
quilts; crafts; household and
misc. items to ve held at the
New Hamburg fair grounds.
Wednesday May 29, 3:00
p.m – clearing auction sale
of household effects; furni-
ture; antiques; wook work-
ing tools; and niscellaneous
items to be held at the St.
Jacobs Community Centre
in St. Jacobs exclusively for
the estate of the late Albert
Hartung from Weimer Line
Bamberg.
Saturday June 8, 10:00
a.m. – clearing auction sale
of household effects; an-
tiques; riding lawn mower;
tools; and miscellaneous
items to be held at 2346
Floradale Rd in the north
part of Floradale for
Ephraim and Luida Weber.

Gray’s Auction Service
Inc.,

Harriston, Ont.
(519) 338-3722

Every Friday 10:00am, Sat-
urday 9:00am – At Gray’s
Auction Centre, 1 mile west
of Harriston. Liquidation of
many quality items.

TRAINING/LESSONSTRAINING/LESSONSTRAINING/LESSONSTRAINING/LESSONSTRAINING/LESSONS

Guitar Lessons By Barb We-
ber.12 years teaching experi-
ence. Evening and daytime les-
sons available. All ages wel-
comed. Call  664-2579.
Guitar Lessons. Beginner to
advanced. All styles, all ages.
Weekends in Elmira. Call  846-
5455.
Tutoring Available, Summer
Openings. Certified teacher, all
subjects. JK-grade 8 $25/hour.
Call Christine at  669-0327.

Garage Sale: Sat. May 11,
8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 10
Bristow Creek Dr., Elmira.
Household items, movies,
toys, and clothes.

Giant Garage Sale 5087
Ament Line Linwood - Fri-
day May 17, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
&  May 18, 8 a.m. - 11 a.m.
furniture, sports items,
clothes, toys, bikes, etc.
698-1146.

Advertise your Garage Sale in
Woolwich and Wellesley’s #1
News source... The Observer!

Giant Garage Sale Friday May
17 noon, Saturday, Sunday and
Monday 7 a.m. to dusk. Rain
or shine.  Tools, lawnmower
parts, rotatillers, perrenials, an-
tiques, furniture, books, toys,
bedding and household items
too numerous to list.  Take Hwy
86 North toward Listowel, be-
tween Glen Allan and Dorking.
Watch for signs.
Town-Wide Yard Sale.
Heidelberg’s annual town-wide
yard sale is Saturday May 11.
Don’t miss great deals on great
stuff.

FIND WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR -
EVERY WEEK IN OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS.

CLASSIFIEDADS

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE

Banjo, Five String with hand
case. Excellent condtion. $200.
Call 669-3876.
Yamaha Pacifica Guitar, elec-
tric with hard case. Excellent
condition. $250. Call 669-3876.

Piano, Good Condition. You
move. $325 o.b.o. Call 699-
4691 after 10 a.m.

Mountain Bike. Specialized S-
Works M4. 1999 19 in. frame.
A1. Retail $3500; sell $1850 in-
cludes jersey and helmet. Call
846-2416.

Pin Ball Machine. Gottlieb the
Amazing Spiderman. 1980
original. $1800 o.b.o. 669-8380
after 5.

PETSPETSPETSPETSPETS

Labrador Retriever Pups.
Black, shots, CKC registered.
Parents on site. $450. (519)
698-2074. No Sun. calls

Shih Poo Puppies. One male,
3 females, home raised, first
shots, vet checked. Ready June
7. Call 664-3247.
Place your ad in the Observer,
Call 669-5790 x100.
Cat, Female. Declawed,
spayed, shots. Free to loving
home. 699-1115.

Collie Cross Pup. Tan with
white markings. $50. No Sun-
days. 664-3089.

Siberian Husky Pups. CKC
reg’d, vet checked. Beautiful
markings, ready to go. Guaran-
teed. Registered breeder. Call
656-2113.

COMPUTER SOLUTIONSCOMPUTER SOLUTIONSCOMPUTER SOLUTIONSCOMPUTER SOLUTIONSCOMPUTER SOLUTIONS
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WATER AND WASTEWATER (SEWER) ACCOUNT
HOLDERS IN WOOLWICH

Woolwich Township provides water and wastewater services to residential and
business owners and tenants.  That service has a cost, and to keep costs to a
minimum the Township adopted a new policy concerning unpaid water and
wastewater accounts.

Basically, the policy provides for the termination (shutting-off) of water and
wastewater services if accounts are not paid after 90 days.

In the next few weeks you will receive your water and wastewater bill. Accompa-
nying that bill will be a description of the 4-stage process we will follow to help
users limit interest charges and service interruption action on unpaid accounts.

Here’s a glimpse of some of the details:
• Water and Wastewater bills are due 21 days after they are issued.
• If the bill is not paid when due, a reminder notice will be issued the next

day (Level 1).
• If payment of the first bill is not received by the date of issuance of the

next bill, we’ll remind the user again. But we’ll also tell you that service
interruption proceedings may result if payment is not made by the due
date of the second bill (Level 2).

• If payment from the first bill is not made by the due date of the second
bill, the user will be advised that service will be discontinued in 30 days
unless full payment is made within 96 hours (Level 3).

• If payment is not received in 96 hours service will be shut-off (Level 4).

You would be pleased to know that, generally, water and wastewater bills are
paid on time. We’re trying to keep costs of this service down, and the new
policy is a step towards providing more efficient service.

Thanks for keeping your account in good standing.

Township of Woolwich
Corporate Services Department

UPCOMING TAX DUE DATE

The second installment for 2002 taxes is Friday, May 17.
If you require additional information, please call extension 233.

BURN PERMITS REQUIRED

Open air burning shall not be permitted unless approved by your local fire station
or unless such burning consists of a small, confined fire, supervised at all times
and used to cook food on a grill or barbecue.  No fire shall be lighted or started
until your local fire station is notified of your intention (NOT BEFORE 7:00 a.m.).
No fire shall be lighted or started within a radius of 100 feet of any building or
when the wind velocity exceeds 10 miles per hour.  No fire shall be lighted or
started prior to 6:00 a.m. and after sunset on any day and any fire in operation
at sunset shall be extinguished.  The fire shall be supervised at all times and
there must be an extinguishing agent present at the fire location.  The fire shall
be kept small and controllable.  Burn materials include wood and paper products
only.  Burn materials may not include tires, asphalt shingles, pesticide containers,
electrical wire coatings or any plastic products.  Permission for open air burning
in Elmira may be obtained by applying for a burn permit at the Township office
located at 69 Arthur Street South.  Other contacts:  For contact information for
anywhere else in the Township, please call 669-1647 or 664-2613, extension
239 or 230.

2002 DOG TAGS NOW AVAILABLE
Dog Tags for 2002 are available at the Township office, 69 Arthur St. S.,
Elmira Village Pet Food Shoppe, 10 Church St. W., Elmira and the Licence

Bureau Office, 13B Industrial Dr., Elmira.
The fees are:

Spayed/Neutered Dog $17.00
Non Spayed or Neutered $22.00

Call Extension 230 for further information.
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May 1
8 a.m. A two-vehicle

collision occurred on
Arthur St. S. near
Sawmill Rd. in St.
Jacobs. The lead
vehicle, driven by a
Waterloo resident, was
stopping at the lights
and was struck from
behind by a second
vehicle driven by
another Elmira
resident. There was
significant damage to
both cars and minor
injuries were sustained
which did not require
hospitalization. The
second Elmira resident
was charged with
‘following too closely.’

8 p.m. Police were
called to John Mahood
Public School on First
St. W. due to a report
of suspicious activity
on school property.
Three area residents
were located with
bottled beer in their
possession, of which
five bottles were seized
at the scene by police.
A 25-yr-old Elmira
resident was charged
with ‘liquor-related
offences;’ the two
youths accompanying
him were not charged.

May 2
11 a.m. Waterloo

resident reported that
he lost his wallet while
in Elmira. The wallet
contains identification
belonging to Jason
Schickman. Police
request the wallet be
turned into the Elmira
detachment if found.

May 3
7:30 a.m. A single-

vehicle accident
occurred at 4151

Hergott Rd. in Wellesley Twp. A
Wellesley resident traveling
northbound on the road lost control
of the vehicle on the icy, snowy
surface and slid off the road, dropping
into a deep ditch and rolling over. The
vehicle sustained a considerable
amount of damage. The driver
reported minor injuries not requiring
hospitalization. No charges were laid
due to road conditions.

8 a.m. Police responded to a single-
vehicle accident on Northfield Dr.
close to Jake’s Hollow Rd. A Stratford
resident was traveling north when the
vehicle left the road and struck a
hydro pole due to icy, snowy road
conditions. A child was reported to
be in the front seat of the car,
complaining of a sore chest due to a
seatbelt strap. The other three
occupants of the vehicle were not
injured and no charges were laid due
to road conditions.

8 a.m. At a single-vehicle accident
on New Jerusalem Road near Hidden
Acres in Woolwich Twp, a Kitchener
resident was traveling north and lost
control on the icy, snowy road striking
two mailboxes before going into a
ditch. There was moderate damage to
the vehicle and the owners of the
mailboxes were notified. There were
no injuries and no charges were laid
due to road conditions.

8:15 a.m. Police dealt with the report
of a theft at Elmira Golf Course on
Eldale Rd. Golf course staff report that
between Apr. 26 and May 2, a
considerable amount of gas and
diesel were taken. Police have no
suspects.

8:30 a.m. In a single-vehicle
accident on New Jerusalem Rd, an
Elmira area resident was traveling
south and lost control on the icy,
snowy road ending up in the ditch.
The driver sustained minor injuries
that did not require hospitalization.
The vehicle was towed from the ditch,
and no charges were laid due to road
conditions.

8:45 a.m. Police reported to a single-
vehicle accident on Hergott Rd. in
Wellesley Twp. A Hawkesville area

resident traveling north lost control on
the icy, slippery snow covered road
and entered the ditch. No injuries were
sustained and no charges were laid
due to road conditions.

11:45 a.m. Police were alerted to a
suspicious vehicle on First St. W. in
Elmira and located an older-model
van parked on the street.
Investigation found that occupants
were in possession of a minor
amount of marijuana. Two adult
males from Elmira, one from the
Elmira area and one from London
were later released on appearance
notices for ‘possession of a narcotic.’

12:45 p.m. A two-vehicle collision
occurred on Arthur St. S. at First St. in
Elmira. Both vehicles were headed
south approaching First St. when the
lead vehicle being driven by an Elmira
resident stopped due to traffic. It was
struck from the rear by the second
vehicle also driven by an Elmira
resident. A female passenger received
minor injuries from flying glass, but did
not require hospitalization. The driver
of the second vehicle was charged with
‘careless driving.’ There was fairly
significant damage to both vehicles.

1:00 p.m. Police responded to a
two-vehicle collision near 720 Arthur
St. S. A St. Jacobs resident was
slowing and subsequently stopped to
make a left turn. The vehicle
following, also driven by a St. Jacobs
resident failed to notice the intent of
the lead vehicle and smacked into the
rear of the first vehicle, then veered
off and hit a hydro pole. The driver of
the second vehicle was charged with
‘careless driving.’ There was
significant damage to both vehicles
but no injuries were reported.

May 4
2:50 a.m. Police on patrol recovered

a stolen vehicle on Bristol Creek Dr.
in Elmira. The vehicle was a white
Ford cube van, originally reported
stolen in the Kitchener-Waterloo area.
Police have no suspects.

1 p.m. A female Elmira resident
reported an incident that happened at
11:30 p.m. on May 3 at the Becker’s
plaza located at the intersection of
Flamingo and Oriole Pkwy. The

woman was returning home from a
friend’s on Grosbeak Rd. to her own
residence. As she crossed the
property located at 112 Oriole Pkwy
and was between where the school
buses park and the Becker’s store, she
was approached by two suspects who
appeared from behind one of the
buses. One of the suspects stated
‘give me your money and your
cigarettes,’ and when she said no a
short struggle ensued and the woman
was punched in the face resulting in
a small injury above her eye. She also
reported being struck on the right side
by a an object such as a baseball or a
pipe. During the struggle the woman
states she grabbed the balaclava of
one of the males and that is when she
noticed a hoop earring in his right ear.
The first suspect was described as a
white male in his late 20s to early 30s,
approximately 5’5” tall of a medium
build. He had a moustache and
straight dark brown hair, green eyes
and the hoop earring as spotted by
the victim. He was wearing a T-shirt,
jeans and runners, all of which were
black. The second suspect, also a
white male in his late 20s to early 30s,
had no facial hair and curly blonde
hair that was sticking out from
underneath his balaclava. He was
seen wearing a waist-length
sweatshirt, jeans and cargo boots, all
of which were also black. This second
suspect was carrying a baseball bat
or pipe of a similar shape. Taken from
the woman was a small amount of
cash and cigarettes. This robbery is
currently under investigation by
police detectives in Waterloo.

6:30 p.m. – A hit-and-run accident
was reported on Country Squire Rd
in Woolwich Twp. A homeowner
reported that her mailboxes had been
demolished. Police say that it appears
that a vehicle that had been backing
off a private driveway across the road
crossed back over the roadway and
demolished her mailboxes. Police
found no paint transfer on the boxes
but say the markings on roadway
indicate that it was a vehicle that
caused the damage. Police have no

other conclusions at this time.
May 5

6 p.m. A motorcyclist struck a dog
in the area of 380 Hill St. in Woolwich
Twp. A Waterloo resident was
traveling west he struck the dog,
losing control of his bike and being
thrown off the vehicle. The dog,
whose owner was found in the
vicinity, was injured but not killed and
injuries were also sustained by the
driver. There was moderate damage
to the motorcycle, which was
removed by a tow truck. There were
no charges laid and the dog’s owner
will settle damages with the driver.

7:45 p.m. A single-vehicle accident
was reported near 3700 Filmore Line
in St. Clements The driver reported
that he swerved to avoid hitting a cat
on the road entered the ditch and
demolished the vehicle.  The driver
sustained minor injuries not requiring
hospitalization. The cat was
unharmed. No charges were laid.

9 p.m. Police were called to Three
Bridges School at 2040 Three Bridges
Road where security reported that two
windows were smashed out. There
appeared to be eight pellet holes in
the two windows and police are
unsure if metal poker or air gun was
used to cause the damage. The school
was not entered and police have no
suspects.

May 6
9:15 a.m. The Scotiabank in St.

Jacobs reported graffiti on a back brick
wall and window of the bank. The
graffiti did not target any group and
there were no legible words. Police
determined that this incident was not
a hate crime. The Scotiabank will be
responsible for removing the graffiti.

12:30 p.m. Police responded to a
two-vehicle collision in the parking lot
of the police detachment at 13
Industrial Dr. in Elmira. A West
Montrose resident was backing up
through the parking lot when a second
vehicle was struck as it entered the
parking lot from Industrial. There was
a minor amount of damage to both
vehicles, but there were no injuries and
no charges were laid.

3:15 p.m. A Waterloo resident
reported that while their vehicle was
in the area of Bearinger Road in
outskirts of Waterloo a door was
forced open and a wallet with
identification and credit cards
stolen. The credit cards have since
been canceled and police have no
suspects at this time.

4 p.m. Police were called to the St.
Jacobs Public School on Queensway
Dr. in St. Jacobs where some
students found a bag with a laptop
and some electronic equipment at the
back of the school’s property. Police
say there is some indication the
equipment may be used in the
communications industry, but it is
unclear who it belongs to. Anyone
recognizing this police description is
requested to come to the Elmira
detachment and review it with police.

May 7
8 a.m. Police were called to the

Mennonite Church on Three Bridges
Rd., where the caretaker reported
that a large rock had been thrown
through a fairly large window on the
southern portion of the church.
Police suspect that the damage
occurred within 24 hours of
receiving the report, but cannot offer
any suspects at this time.

2 p.m. Police were called to The
Beer Store on Wyatt St. E. in Elmira
to recover a counterfeit $20 bill with
serial number ASA1481052. The bill
has been sent to the fraud branch
for processing.

5 p.m. A break and enter and theft
were reported on Arthur Rd. in
Heidelberg. The homeowners
reported upon their return to the
residence at 5 p.m. that the home
had been broken into via a north side
entrance. Stolen was a Sony
Playstation, three cameras, two
tripods, and a Bushnel scope. Some
items were suitable for identification
and it they were sent to the
identification branch. The total value
of the stolen items was reported to
be under $5,000. Police are
continuing their investigation.

“Proudly Remembering Our Past;      Confidently Embracing Our Future.”

The Township of Woolwich
The Community
Information Page
P.O. BOX 158, 69 ARTHUR ST. S.,
ELMIRA, ONTARIO, N3B 2Z6
TEL: (519) 669-1647 OR 664-2613
FAX: (519) 669-1820
WEBSITE: www.township.woolwich.on.ca
AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY: 575-4504
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Living it up in the garden
TOWN�COUNTRY

Restaurant & Gift  Shop

1396 King Street North, 
ST. JACOBS  664-2286

EARLY BIRD DINNER 

BUFFET SPECIAL
Homestyle soup, salad bar, hearty meat
and potatoes fare, comfort casseroles and our 
famous Stone Crock desserts ALL YOU CAN EAT!

SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET: 
11 am to 3 pm*  Serving your favorite brunch items, plus 

omelettes made to order & our decadent waffles with real maple syrup!

*Menu available after 3 pm - lighter lunches available 
downstairs in our cosy Snider Room 

Not available with 
any other offer.

Monday & Tuesday: 5pm -7pm In ST. JACOBS!

$10.99 Plus taxes

For a limited time:

Since 1926Since 1926Since 1926Since 1926Since 1926
P.O. BOX 40, MOOREFIELD, ONT. N0G 2K0

AAAAASSSSSPPPPPHHHHHAAAAALLLLLT PT PT PT PT PAAAAAVVVVVIIIIINNNNNGGGGG
Ask about Street Print
Pavement Texturing

“““““Asphalt that looks likAsphalt that looks likAsphalt that looks likAsphalt that looks likAsphalt that looks like bre bre bre bre brick”ick”ick”ick”ick”
• DRIVEWAYS • PARKING LOTS
• SAND & GRAVEL • FARM LANEWAYS

FREE ESTIMATES
1-800-265-87641-800-265-87641-800-265-87641-800-265-87641-800-265-8764

By Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo Rodrigues
OBSERVER STAFF

Thanks mostly to
p a r e n t
volunteers and
donations from

the community, Floradale
Public School will soon
have a teaching garden
that parents and teachers
hope will become a new
focus for their lessons as
well as a calm place to
relax on the school
grounds.

“We have a lot of
gardeners and that kind
of  thing at Floradale and
there has always been an
interest with our
teachers,” said Susan
Martin, chair of  the
school’s parent council
and co-chair for the
garden project. “It’s
difficult sometimes to
have the funds to go and do
something [somewhere
else] so we thought we’d
bring the garden to the
kids.”

The project first
originated at the
beginning of  the school
year according to
Martin’s co-chair
Christine Aberle, who
designed the layout of  the

Teaching garden being built by volunteers at Floradale Public School

garden so that children
could “get involved and
dig in the dirt and

understand things about
nature.

“What we were hoping

to achieve is a teaching
garden with the majority
of  the plants being native

to the area,” said Aberle.
Plans for the garden
centre around a shade
structure with paved
stone access paths, around
which will be placed beds
of  perennial and annual
flowers as well as native
shrubbery.

Martin said the garden
will be completed at
virtually no cost thanks to
donations of  labour and
materials from parents,
the Floradale Feed Mill
and Sittler Excavating. As
well, $400 was donated by
the Woolwich Horticulture
Society to purchase plants
at Stonehaven Farm
Greenhouses in Elmira. A
small amount of  parent
council funds will also be
used to cover any other
costs, she added.

“Any garden is a
teaching garden, really,”
noted Aberle.

Having the garden on
the grounds allows school
staff  to use the garden to
complement the existing
curriculum, according to
principal Betsy Parker.
She said the current
science curriculum
includes a living things
strand for all grade levels
and the garden will give

students a chance to
complete this element as
well as others such as how
to be a good citizen.

Special education
teacher Deb McCarter
agreed, adding the garden
can be also be used outside
of  the science curriculum
– for example to show
textures in art classes. She
said also believes its
extracurricular use will
be just as important.

“We’ve got the fields for
the boys … for the little
girls is does make a
difference. They bring
their dolls and want to sit
down and they want to talk
and there’s no place for
that,” said McCarter.
“With all the attention
going into the curriculum
and things like that there’s
less and less attention
going to creative places on
the outside of  schools now.
We need this.”

Barring any weather-
related complications the
shade structure and
pathways should be
completed by the end of
this weekend, but Martin
said there may also be
several beds of  plants
already in the ground by
then as well.

GREEN THUMBS ABOUND Floradale Public School parent volunteers (L to R) Susan Mar-
tin, Corrinne Shuh and Christine Aberle lay the first stones for the walkway that will be part
of a teaching garden by the school’s bell.

HUGO RODRIGUES

By Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne Peach
OBSERVER STAFF

Students at St. Jacobs
Public School were
given a rare treat

last week – an opportunity
to see their principal lose
face and much of  his hair
– all in aid of raising
money for cancer
treatment.

School principal, Geoff
Lewis agreed to a buzz cut
and shave as well as
allowing one of  his
students to throw a cream
pie into his face, after the
school raised $800 in a coin
drive.

Local hairdresser June
Alderdice donated her
services – giving Lewis a
new military look. And as
the top fund-raiser, Grade
6 student Becky Schiebel

Students raise $1,800
for cancer centre

St. Jacobs P.S. principal agrees to
buzz cut and a cream pie assault

won the honour of  tossing
the cream pie.

Having reached the
overall target of  $1,500,
teacher Doug Boettger
also agreed to complete
the day’s events by
allowing his hair to be
dyed purple.

The school raised a total
of  $1,800 for the ‘Bucks for
Brian’ fundraiser; part of
a regional event known as
the Poster Boy 2002
Campaign. KOOL FM’s
Brian Bourke spent a
week living on a billboard
to raise money for the
Grand River Regional
Cancer Centre in
Kitchener. Bourke
climbed down from the
billboard on Apr. 29 after
raising a total of
$152,806.00 for the new
centre.

BEFORE Principal Geoff Lewis with a
full beard and head of hair.

DURING Becky Schiebel, the school’s top
fund-raiser, tosses the pie at her principal
to raise money for cancer treatment.

AFTER It’s all in aid of charity smiles a
cream-coated Geoff Lewis.
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Shutting down farms with people to feed

RURALROUTES
BY OWEN ROBERTS

MORE THAN 5,000 OF US DRIVE TO TORONTO DAILY FOR WORK

FAMILYALBUMDEATH
NOTICES

Muskoka Lakes Cruise
and Windermere House

May 26 - 27, 2002
Join us for an unforgettable voyage on the Muskoka Lakes.
We’ll board one of the grandest vessels, and cruise. We pass
the grand summer homes of Millionaire’s Row, passing through
the Port Carling Lock to Lake Rosseau, home to the Hollywood
Celebrities. We then check into the historic Victorian design
“Windemere House” for a wonderful evening. The following
day, we board our vessel and travel a different route home. An
awesome dinner awaits us on our drive home.

Lancaster - Daniel
June 24 - 28, and

September 9 - 13, 2002
“Daniel” a dream, a den, a deliverer. Don’t miss this beloved
biblical tale in an all-new musical presented in the spectacular
Millenium Theatre.

Quebec & Gaspé Peninsula
July 9 - 16 , 2002

Experience  Canada’s breathtaking Gaspé Peninsula with
towering cliffs and charming fishing villages along it’s rugged
coastline.

New England & Cape Cod
August 6 - 11, 2002

“If you’re fond of sand dunes and salty air...you’ll fall in love
with old Cape Cod.”

��������	
��	����

My Fair Lady - Stratford
Thursday May 16, 2002

(Includes: Show, “Meet the Actors” and Lunch)
Wednesday June 5, 2002

(Includes:  Show ,“Costume Warehouse Tour” and Lunch)

Grand River Cruise
and Iroquois Dancers

Wednesday July 3, 2002 &
Tuesday August 27, 2002

Joseph & The Amazing
Technicolour Dreamcoat

Friday June 14, 2002
Journey back to the ancient land of Canaan
for a retelling of the Old Testament Story.

For more information on these and other tours
or to receive our tour booklet contact:

70 Baffin Place, WATERLOO  ON N2V 1Z7
Phone: 519-747-1626

Travel Act # 50008934

Added! New
September

date!

Lion King
Saturday November 9, 2002

(Call for Added Dates)

Mamma Mia
Saturday, September 14, 2002
Saturday, November 23, 2002

ReservedOrchestraSeating

The Land of the 1000 Islands
Kingston and Gananoque

July 9 - 10 , 2002
Known all over the world for its beautiful islands. Includes:
cruise, evening barracks banquet at Old Fort Henry as guests
of the commandant and so much more!

Toronto City Tour & Cruise
Wednesday July 31, 2002 &

Wednesday August 14, 2002

Mystery Tour?
August 21- 22, 2002

If you’re an adventurous traveller then this will be a tour for
you! It’s packed with good times and great fun!

This Mother’s Day,
surprise her with a
car...because more

and more, she’s driving to
Toronto for work.

That’s the kind of
information that’s
surfaced from rural-
related statistics trickling
out of  Ottawa for the past
few months. It’s eye-
opening, and it’s set the
stage for next week’s
unveiling of  the
granddaddy of  all rural
data: the 2001 Census of
Agriculture, which will
start seeing the light of
day on Wednesday
(www.statscan.ca).

The new information
shows where rural
Canada is headed. And a
lot of  it is headed for
cities.

StatsCan says 8,200
people now drive from
Kitchener to Toronto every
day for work (by
comparison, about 5,100
travel from Guelph, Barrie
sends 13,000 down Highway
400, and 44,000 make the
trek from Hamilton).

They don’t want to – or
can’t afford to – live in
Toronto. But they sure
want to – or have to –  work
there.

Some live outside
Toronto because that’s

where they can afford
housing – specifically, a
house. But typically, where
are new subdivisions built?

On farmland.
And that’s why

Canada’s becoming
greyer instead of  greener.

Wednesday, the degree
of  agricultural land being
lost to development will
become apparent. Statis-
tics about the number of
farms and farm size will
be released. We know that
even though farm num-
bers are shrinking, farm
size is growing. At last
count, there were 276,000
farms in Canada, averag-
ing 608 acres each.

But what’s curious is
how urban sprawl will in-
fluence this census. In
only three years, a  dras-
tic reduction in people
primarily employed in
agriculture – a whopping
26 per cent fewer – has oc-
curred in Canada. That’s
the largest decline in 35
years. Fifteen per cent of
farmers had jobs off  the
farm; as a percentage,
that’s more than any
other profession in
Canada.

For the most part, it’s
not that farmers want to
work two jobs – they have
to, to make ends meet.

And the statistics show
Toronto is among the
places they’re driving for
those second jobs. “Farm-
ers’ [other] job is becom-
ing their main job,” Sta-
tistics Canada analyst
Jim McKibbin told 35
members of  the Eastern
Canada Farm Writers’
Association annual meet-
ing Wednesday at the
University of  Guelph.

And the jobs they’re
heading to continue to be
located in four main ar-
eas in Canada – Greater
Montreal, the extended
Golden Horseshoe in
Ontario, the Edmonton-
Calgary corridor, and
B.C.’s lower mainland. A
little over half  of  all Ca-
nadians live in those four
areas alone; 60 per cent of
all Ontarians live in the
extended Golden Horse-
shoe, and 85 per cent of

all Ontarians – five per
cent more than the na-
tional average – live in
towns of  10,000 or more.

As these areas fill up,
they spill over their tra-
ditional boundaries. And
when they do, they spill
onto farmland. We can’t
be smug anymore and
claim this is a Toronto-
only problem – McKibbin
says some of  the fastest
growth areas in Ontario
are Windsor, London and
Kitchener, where sub-
urbs are consuming more
and more prime agricul-
tural land (in contrast,
areas without agricul-
tural land, such as
Sudbury, Kapuskasing,
Timmins and Sault Ste.
Marie, are shrinking in
population).

Planners have their
hands full. “I expect
you’ll continue to see the
number of  farms shrink,
but it seems to me you’re
ill-advised to shut down
far ms in the Golden
Horseshoe when you
have so many people to
feed,” says McKibbin.

To some, that means ag-
ricultural communica-
tion professionals have
their hands full too, con-
vincing the public it’s
worthwhile saving farm-

land from developers.
That’s a tough sell, if  de-
veloping on farmland
means affordable hous-
ing is suddenly attain-
able, or a better lifestyle

is likely.
And that’s why the im-

age of  such an essential
profession and public ser-
vice as agriculture needs
to be sold to the public.

STAG & DOE

           A
Stag & Doe

for

TODD SCHAEFER
& KIM WILSON

Saturday, May 11th

at the St. Jacobs
Community Centre
8:00 pm - 1:00 am

Tickets Available at the door.
$10/single   $15/couple

Late night buffet provided.

BIRTH NOTICE

It’It’It’It’It’s a Girl!s a Girl!s a Girl!s a Girl!s a Girl!
Shannon, Brent, Lori (Drury)
and big sister Keelie are thrilled
to announce the arrival of
Kennedy Nichole on April 19 at
8:37 am, weighing 7lbs, 8oz.
Proud grandparents are Allan &
Donna Drury and Earl and Dale
Shannon.

UPCOMING MARRIAGE

Larry and Mary Jane Falk of
Wellesley, are pleased to an-
nounce the forthcoming mar-
riage of their daughter Melanie
Jane to Roger Carl, son of Joe
and Roseanne Gleeson of Elmira,
and Karen Walter of Toronto, on
May 25, 2002, at Zion United
Church in New Hamburg.

ASHFORD, Ruth Kathleen
(Mulholland) – Passed away,
April 15, 2002, at her home in
Victoria. She was born June 4,
1927 in Elmira.

BAUMAN, Edward M. –
Peacefully, on Thursday, May
2, 2002, at KW Health Centre
of Grand River Hospital,
Edward M. Bauman, in his 82nd

year, of RR2 Wallenstein.

SNYDER, Sylvester –
Peacefully, on Thursday, May
2, 2002, at Palmerston District
Hospital, Sylvester Snyder, in
his 81st year, of RR2 Drayton.

(SEE SCUBA PAGE 25)

WWWWWe’re e’re e’re e’re e’re TTTTTickled Pickled Pickled Pickled Pickled Pink!ink!ink!ink!ink!
God has blessed us all again
with the safe arrival of Sydney
Lauren Ellis, born April 30th to
Darren & Laurie Ellis. Devyn is
thrilled with his baby sister as are
Gramma Karen Ellis and Nana &
Pop Albert. Auntie Weez and
Uncle Roger are busy shopping
“in the pink!”

BIRTH NOTICE

Venturers to run second
Scuba-thon in Elmira

By Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo RodriguesBy Hugo Rodrigues
Observer Staff

After a successful
first run last year,
the 1st Elmira

Venturers will be running
a 24-hour scuba-thon in the
Elmira area next weekend
to raise funds for their
storage building and a trip

Proceeds to go to building improvements and international jamboree trip
later this year to the
scouting world jamboree in
Thailand.

The 20 members of  the
local Venturer company
started this fundraising
effort on the evening of
May 7 hoping to match the
$8,300 raised during the
same event last year,
according to their advisor

Brian Soehner.
He says proceeds from

this year’s event will go
mostly towards the
winterization of  a storage
facility owned by the
group which is located
behind the Heinz mill in
Elmira. Soehner says the
group cannot afford the
rental fee which will be

charged by the school
board starting in
September if  it continues
to store its equipment at
area schools so the existing
building must be
winterized now to protect
the group’s property.

Any extra funds will go
towards defraying the
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Happiness is a purring tiger

STRANGE�TRUE
BY BILL & RICH SONES

REGIONBULLETIN

Individual life insurance • Business insurance
Employee benefits programs • Disability coverage

Savings and investment products
Retirement income programs

Nancy Koebel
Kitchener/Waterloo

5 - 2480 Homer Watson Blvd., Kitchener
Bus. 895-2044 Res. 747-4388

ElmiraElmiraElmiraElmiraElmira
TTTTTruckruckruckruckruck
SerSerSerSerServicevicevicevicevice

TTTTTruck & Truck & Truck & Truck & Truck & Trailer Maintenancerailer Maintenancerailer Maintenancerailer Maintenancerailer Maintenance
Cardlock Fuel ManagementCardlock Fuel ManagementCardlock Fuel ManagementCardlock Fuel ManagementCardlock Fuel Management 669-5377669-5377669-5377669-5377669-5377

25 Industrial Dr.,  Elmira,  ON N3B 3K3
Bus: (519) 669-2632 Fax: (519) 669-4282

ALLEN  MORRISON INSURANCE   INC.
Life, RRSPs,  Home, Auto,

Farm,  Business, Group, Travel

C O N S T I T U E N C Y  O F F I C E
1600 KING STREET N, UNIT A-4,  ST. JACOBS, ON N0B 2N0

PHONE: (519) 664-3195
FAX: (519) 664-2940

TOLL FREE:  1-888-501-8455
E-MAIL:  mp@lynnmyers.com

Monday -Friday  9:00a.m. - 4:30p.m.   (After Hours By Appointment)

WELLINGTONWATERLOO

Can I Be of Assistance?Can I Be of Assistance?Can I Be of Assistance?Can I Be of Assistance?Can I Be of Assistance?

Lynn Myers, M.P.

SANYOSANYOSANYOSANYOSANYO
CANADIANCANADIANCANADIANCANADIANCANADIAN

MACHINE WORKS INCORPORATEDMACHINE WORKS INCORPORATEDMACHINE WORKS INCORPORATEDMACHINE WORKS INCORPORATEDMACHINE WORKS INCORPORATED

33 Industrial Drive, Elmira   669-1591
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MATERIAL HANDLING
& PROCESSING SYSTEMS

• Design
• Custom
   Fabrication
• Installation
669-5105
P.O. Box 247
Route 1, Elmira

�������
•LICENSED•LICENSED•LICENSED•LICENSED•LICENSED
MECHANICMECHANICMECHANICMECHANICMECHANIC
•TUNE-UPS•TUNE-UPS•TUNE-UPS•TUNE-UPS•TUNE-UPS
A "FULL SERVICE" STATION

•PROPANE •DIESEL
390 ARTHUR ST. S., ELMIRA (Hwy 86 & Road 21)

669-2015669-2015669-2015669-2015669-2015

�������
•LUBES•LUBES•LUBES•LUBES•LUBES

•BRAKES &•BRAKES &•BRAKES &•BRAKES &•BRAKES &
EXHAUSTEXHAUSTEXHAUSTEXHAUSTEXHAUST

DENTUREDENTUREDENTUREDENTUREDENTURE
15 Memorial A15 Memorial A15 Memorial A15 Memorial A15 Memorial Ave., Elmirave., Elmirave., Elmirave., Elmirave., Elmira (behind Bank of Montreal)

Vinolea Jahandari D.D.
• Total Denture Care
• Same day service on repairs and relines
• Guaranteed work on new sets of dentures
• No charge for consultation

669-1535669-1535669-1535669-1535669-1535
744-9770744-9770744-9770744-9770744-9770

KITCHENER

C o n s t r u c t i v e
I d e a s .

3435 Broadway St. Hawkesville   699-4641
www.freybuildingcontractors.com

It’s time to call your
Welcome Wagon Hostess.

She will bring
congratulations and  gifts

for the family and the
NEW BABY!

Michelle Reay                                        669-0495

Elmira & Surrounding area. If you are not long
distance to Elmira , you are welcome to a visit.

Serving Your Community for 20 years
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��
Cell 577-1518
Res 669-2033

Al Earl

• Wet or Dry Method
• Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning
• Flood Restoration, Certified
• New Super Extraction Equipment
• Fast Drying Time

669-5006
“A good job done everytime”
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MAKE SUMMER WORK EASY.

21 Industrial Dr21 Industrial Dr21 Industrial Dr21 Industrial Dr21 Industrial Dr.  Elmira.  Elmira.  Elmira.  Elmira.  Elmira
     669-2884669-2884669-2884669-2884669-2884

LTD.

Q. Right at this
moment, who are the
happiest people on
Earth?  Where do they
live?  Are they rich?
Working? Married?
With kids?  In love?  Just
won the lottery?

A.  Many factors we might
expect to be associated with
happiness — age, gender,
ethnicity, physical
disability, intelligence,
urban vs. rural residence,
parenthood — in fact are
not, says Georgia Southern
University psychologist
Michael Nielsen.  What’s
more, assuming basic
needs are met, more money
won’t bring happiness (see
“Adjustment and Human
Relations,” by Tricia
Alexander).

Still, differences exist,
and Danes and Swedes rate
themselves as happier

than other nationalities.
Working people aren’t
necessarily happier but
dissatisfied workers are
unhappier.  The same for
marrieds.  People with
kids aren’t happier, except
for a blip upward when
kids leave.

Being in love will bring
the glad bluebird, as will
winning the lottery,
though neither are
longlasting.

“So, I guess you could
say the world’s happiest
people are those living in
Denmark or Sweden, who
moments ago won a
lottery, who enjoy their
work and marriage,
whose kids recently left
the nest, who get regular
exercise, who are
extroverted, have high
self-esteem and a feeling
of  control over the

environment, and are
optimistic and religious.

“I think this means
there are two of  them!”

Q.  Neither heat nor
cold can mar it, acid
won’t attack it,
slipperiness is its
hallmark, the Manhattan
Project (atom bomb) put
its uranium-corrosion-
resistant powers to use,
much later Du Pont
spread it on kitchen pans.
You’ll find it today also
stretched into Gore-Tex
w a t e r - r e p e l l e n t
breathable clothing, as
well as in dictionaries as
“polytetrafluoroethylene.”
Identify this polymer
superstar.

A.  Teflon, as detailed by
“Newsweek” magazine.
As to how something that
prevents food sticking
during cooking will itself

stick to a pan, acid is used
to etch tiny pits and
grooves in the aluminum,
then a teflon emulsion is
poured into the
irregularities and baked
on, says University of
Central Arkansas
chemist Conrad
Stanitski.  The heat locks
the teflon in place, thus
providing the slick no-
stick surface cooks the
world over have gotten

stuck on using.
Q.  Do big cats such as

lions, tigers and
leopards purr like
housecats?

A.  There’s no doubt
that big cats can purr...
just ask anyone who’s
ever worked with them in
a zoo or circus, says Mark
A. Pokras, director of  the
wildlife clinic at the Tufts
University School of
Veterinary Medicine.
“Of  course, they purr
much louder than your
typical household cat—
tends to vibrate your
whole body if  you are
close by.”

Tiger trainer Sara
Houcke, of  Ringling
Brothers Circus, told the
“New York Times” her
tigers purr to her and she
purrs back.  That way,
when the tigers aren’t

purring, she “knows they
are in a bad mood and
stays away from them.”

But being there within
earshot when a big cat’s
in the mood is rare
enough that University
of  Minnesota biologist
Craig Packer says he’s
never heard a purr in 25
years of  studying lions in
the wild.  When lions do
purr, it’s brief, probably
issued only on the
exhalation phase.  So the
lion sound probably has
little social significance.

The same hyoid bone
structure that lets a
housecat purr in and out
hooks up in bigger cats
with fibro-elastic tissue
at the vocal cords, limit-
ing purring but acting
like a slide trombone to
unloose those mighty
roars, says seaworld.org.

May 11
Spring Concert

KW Philharmonic Youth Choir
7:30 p.m.

578.1570 or 1.800.265.8977

May 13, 14, 15
Ragtime - 8:00 p.m.

The Centre In The Square
578.1570 or 1.800.265.8977

May 16 - 18, 22 - 25
Two Pianos Four Hands

8:00 p.m. (7:30 p.m. May 16 only)
Waterloo Stage Theatre

888.0000

May 16
Electric Thursdays’ Fever - 8:00 p.m.

The Centre In The Square
578.1570 or 1.800.265.8977

May 17
Quartetfest 2002

presents
Penderecki String quartet with Ross

Edwards, clarinet
8:00 p.m.

The Church Theatre
664.1134

May 11
Dance To Four Decades of live hits by Steady
Eddy! Heidelberg Parks & Rec.  presents our third
annual Spring Fling Dance at 8 p.m., St. Clements
Community Centre. Tickets $12.50 in advance
(available at Heidelberg Restaurant Brewpub) and
$15.00 at the door. Lunch provided. Proceeds to
new playground equipment.

May 12
Michael Coren Star of T.V. and an active writer will
be at the Breslau Evangelical Missionary Church at
10:30 a.m. Join us Mother’s Day and listen to
Michael Coren, plus a special gift for all mom’s.
Breslau E.M.C., 102 Woolwich St. S., Breslau, 519
– 648-2712.

May 13
Photography Club – Topic: Lighting and
Composition at the Woolwich Senior’s Centre in
Elmira at    7:00 p.m.  All ages are welcome and all
camera types are accepted.  Cost is $5.00.
Refreshments $1.00.  For more information
contact Fred Speth 519-669-5532

May 16
Women’s Networking Breakfast Meeting:
Margaret Neigh, representing the Literacy Group
will speak on literacy in this area at the Stone
Crock, Elmira at 7:30 p.m. New members and
guests are welcome.  Cost is $5.00.  Phone 669-
2537 by May 14 noon to reserve your spot.

May 17
Lawn & Garage Sale: Sponsored by St. Mary’s
Church, Linwood and St. Joseph’s Church, Macton
on Friday May 17 – 9a.m. – 7 p.m and Saturday May
18 – 8 a.m. – noon at St. Joseph’s Hall – Macton.
“No early birds please”.

May 22
Wednesday Wheelers meet every Wednesday May
22 to August 28 at 7:00 p.m. at E.D.S.S. parking lot
for 1 ½ hour ride.  No cost. Bring your bicycle,
helmet and water bottle.  For more information
contact Brad or Cheryl 669-9067.

May 23
Things My Foresisters Saw – The Church Theatre,
May 23 – 8 p.m.; May 24 –3 p.m. and  8 p.m.; May
25 – 8 p.m. Admission $15. A dramatic re-
enactment of four women’s lives. Remember “The
Spirit of Harriet Tubman”? This year four more
stories! For tickets, call 519-664-1134.

May 24
Howell’s Fish Fry – Serving from 5:00 p.m – 7:00
p.m at St. Jacobs Community Centre . Advance
tickets only adults $10; children (10 and under) $5.
For tickets contact a St. Jacobs Lions Member or
call (519)664-2954. All proceeds for Community
Betterment.
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T h e  B e s t  C h o i c e  i s  H e r e .T h e  B e s t  C h o i c e  i s  H e r e .T h e  B e s t  C h o i c e  i s  H e r e .T h e  B e s t  C h o i c e  i s  H e r e .T h e  B e s t  C h o i c e  i s  H e r e .

669-2611
15 Industrial Drive,

ELMIRA

®
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LAKE BELWOOD
RECREATION PRODUCTS LTD.

R.R.#4 Fergus
4.5 miles north of Fergus on Orangeville Rd. 843-2211

Johnson Outboard Motors • Motorboats • Canoes
Boat Trailers • Cobra Stern Drive • Ski-doo

Snowmobiles • Sportswear • Lawn Equipment

Ontario’s newest
Mercury Dealer

Ontario’s largest Full Line
Honda & Yamaha Dealer.

Western Ontario’s Exclusive
Tracker Boat Dealer.

(519) 685-8045
1705 Wharncliffe Rd. S.,

London, ON
(easy access from Hwy 402

at the Wonderland Exit)
www.hullygully.com

   Conestoga
Sailing School

Youth & Adult classes July & August
Bus transportation from KW & Elmira
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Spaces still available!

BOAT
SAFETYAuthorized Seadoo and Seadoo Sport

Boat Dealer, 2002 Platinum Certified

www.teamvincentmotorsports.com
1178 Northumberland St., Ayr
Phone: (519) 632-7446632-7446632-7446632-7446632-7446

Fax: (519) 632-8707
teamvinayr@golden.net

FOUR WINNS Retailer

We don’t want everybody’s business...

WE JUST WANT YOURS!
Tel: (519) 238-1577
Fax: (519) 238-1578
E-mail: sales@theboatstore.ca
www.theboatstore.ca

P.O. Box 29
70589 Ontario Street N

Grand Bend, ON
N0M 1T0

Part of being a responsible boat operator is  knowing what to
do under certain circumstances. In an effort to help prepare
boaters for this year’s season, some safety tips and pointers

are included below.

Breakdowns or Troubles: The operator should maintain the
pleasure craft and its equipment on a regular basis so that they
are capable of functioning at all times. On-going maintenance
procedures limit the risk of breakdowns. Even so, a breakdown
can occur in the most well-maintained craft.

What to do:
• Alter the speed of the craft as appropriate to the circumstances
• Anchor the craft as appropriate to the circumstances
• Investigate the problem
• Correct the problem (if possible)
• Use or exhibit signs to indicate distress/a need for assistance

Hull Leaks or Flooding: It is a good idea to keep tools and
materials that may temporarily stop a leak on board your vessel.
Clamps, tape, fibreglass resin, and rubber stoppers are a few little
things that may prove beneficial. One of the most common types
of leaks is caused by a drain plug not being inserted properly or
having fallen out.

Capsizing, Swamping or Sinking: Should your vessel capsize,
sink or run aground, you should:

• Don a PFD (Personal Floatation Device) or life jacket
• Stay with the craft when appropriate
• Account for all persons on board
• Use or exhibit signs to indicate distress/a need for assistance

Man/Woman Overboard: Although we take all precautions to
avoid incidents, accidents still happen. As a responsible boater
you should know how to respond to these mishaps. It is interesting
to note that almost 40% of fatal boating incidents are caused by
falling out of a boat. This statistic may be reduced by not standing
in a boat, not sitting on the bow or stern, and wearing a lifejacket
or personal floatation device at all times.

Care of your life jacket or PFD: A life jacket is only good as long
as it is maintained. They should not be used as a cushion or boat
fender. Doing so will cause damage and void their “approved”
status. It is the responsibility of the pleasure craft operator to
keep safety devices in good order. A personal floatation device or
life jacket should be cleaned with a mild soap or running water. Do
not dry clean or use strong detergents or petroleum-based prod-
ucts to clean them. Hang them to dry in an open air area away
from direct sunlight or a direct heat source. Direct sunlight or a
heat source will cause a breakdown of the materials leading to
less floatation and durability. When not in use, they should be
stored in a well-ventilated, dry, readily accessible place on the craft.

TIPS�ADVICE
  ON SAFE BOAT USE
AND MAINTENANCE

costs involved for Soehner
and eight of the 20
members who will be
heading to Thailand this
upcoming December.

“It’s hard to imagine we
have eight youth from a
small town of  8,000 going to
the world jamboree,” says
Soehner. “There’s only 140
going from all of  Canada;
we’ve got eight – nine of
them counting me.”

Soehner thanks commu-
nity service clubs in
Elmira for their outstand-
ing support, however, fees

Scuba divers to hit the pool
Venturers set to go around the clock

this year have made run-
ning the event more chal-
lenging.

“Hitten from all sides?
You bet,” says Soehner of
the new rental fee for the
fall and the pool arrange-
ments that had to be made
for this year’s event. A pri-
vate swimming pool belong-
ing to group member An-
drew Shutsa is being used to
defray rental costs at the
Elmira pool, where the Ven-
turers will be in the water
on Saturday only.

Soehner says about 16 of
the group’s members have

their dive licence and will
be in the water starting at 6
p.m. on Friday, May 17. They
will transfer to the Elmira
pool at 11 a.m. on Saturday,
where they will be until 6
p.m. on May 18.

Members from the 1st

Elmira Venturer company
will continue to distrubute
pledge cards in the Elmira
community throughout the
upcoming week leading to
their event this Friday.
Youth should be wearing
their shirts when they go
door-to-door in individual
neighbourhoods.

SCUBA-THONERS The nine people from the 1st Elmira Venturer company who will be
attending the world jamboree of scouting this December in Thailand are from L to R: (Back
Row) Taylor Poffenroth, James McKee, Aaron Poffenroth, Andrew Shutsa, (Front Row)
Brian Soehner – advisor, Brett Martin, Alex Rudow, Scott Sieling and Chris Penfold.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23)
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By Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne Peach
OBSERVER STAFF

Students and teachers
from Elmira’s
Riverside Public

School expect to raise at
least $10,000 after
participating in the
school’s 13th annual ‘Jump
Rope for Heart’ fundraiser
on May 3.

Students jump
rope for charity

Riverside Public School raises money for heart research

SHARON
FARR

Sales Rep.

Elmira Real Estate Services Broker
Independently Owned and Operated

30 Church St. W., Elmira   (519) 669-3192
BONNIE

BRUBACHER
Broker

SHANNA
BRUBACHER

Sales Rep.

JASON
SHANTZ

Sales Rep.

PARADIGM (ELMIRA) HOMES OFFERS:
ELMIRA BACKSPLIT SEMI’S NOW UNDER
CONSTRUCTION - STARTING AT $162,900

FOR 2 BEDROOM AND $164,900 FOR 3
BEDROOM.

Attractive designed homes with amazing fin-
ished living space. One will be surprisingly im-
pressed. First time buyer or empty nesters, 2
BDRM with side entrance, spacious formal liv-
ing rm., open concept to lower finished family
room with walk-up to the backyard. Coiffured
ceiling in the master BDRM, vault ceiling in the
impressive kitchen/dining rm. The 3 BDRM is
approx. 1638 SQ.FT finished also offers vault
in the spacious kitchen/dining rm., open con-
cept to the lower level family rm., walk-up and
2 baths. EXCLUSIVE.

Elmira
Elmira

18.71-ACRE HOBBY/
HORSE FARM

Open concept 2800 SQ. FT bungalow offer-
ing a large kitchen w/built-in appliances, is-
land and breakfast bar, spacious dining rm.
with skylights, living rm. offers a floor to
ceiling brick fireplace, 3+ BDRMS, 3+ bath-
rooms including master ensuite. Full base-
ment w/walk-up to the oversized double car
garage. Spotless 28’x36’ barn w/tack rm.,
4 box stalls, loft, water & hydro plus 40’x60’
shop. MLS $479,500.

OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY MAY 11TH FROM 2-4
3 CARRIAGE HILL TRAIL & 93 CHURCH ST.

(BESIDE EACH OTHER IN ELMIRA)

Nearly 200 kids emptied
on to the school’s
playground for two hours
of skipping and
recreation.

Working out to music by
‘Merv from Magic tunes,’
the students were eager to
participate, despite the
early morning flurries and
chilly winds. “I think it
made them skip more to

keep warm,” laughed
Laura Brian, teacher and
co-organizer of  the event.

The money raised by the
school will go toward heart
research through the
Heart and Stroke
Foundation.

Cardiovascular disease
accounts for the death of
more Canadians than any
other disease, according
to the foundation. In 1998
(the latest year for which
Statistics Canada has
data), cardiovascular
disease was responsible
for 79,389 Canadian
deaths.

Most kids, through
grandparents or relatives,
know someone who has
suffered some kind of
heart-related illness, said
Brian.

With rates of  childhood
obesity on the rise,
exposure to exercise
through events such as
‘Jump for Heart’ and its
impact on health is vital to
a well-rounded education.

“I think it’s important
for the kids to learn about
fitness and to understand
the connection between
exercise and a healthy
heart,” she added.

The school hopes to
surpass last year’s $10,000
goal, but won’t know the
finally tally until all the
children have finished
collecting their pledges.

WIGGLE THOSE HIPS   Grade 4 student Mark Firus hula-
hoops for charity during a fund-raiser at Riverside Public
School.

JOANNE PEACH

By Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne Peach
OBSERVER STAFF

The Alemu family
was just one of
many who turned

out for May 4’s “Walk for
Kids’ program – an annual
fundraiser for homeless
children in the Third
World. Children’s Homes
International (CHI) orga-
nizes the event.

As a native Ethiopian,
Michael Alemu has seen
the appalling levels of
child poverty first hand.
Approximately one mil-
lion children live on the
streets of  Ethiopia, he
said. Many lost parents

Locals walk to
make a difference

in young lives

MAKING A DIFFERENCE  Shimeles, Michael, Katie and Aileen
Alemu prepare for a long trek to raise money for native Ethio-
pians through Children’s Homes International.

during a series of wars in
the last 10 to 15 years. The
AIDS epidemic has only
served to compound the
problem, added Alemu.

With no social safety net,
orphans are expected to
fend for themselves – often
scratching a living from
begging. Consequently,
they have little opportu-
nity to go to school and
improve their situation,
he explained.

As a board member with
CHI in Elmira, Alemu
takes an active role in pro-
viding support and homes
for these children.  Unlike
similar organizations, CHI
provides long-term care to

its recipients.
“We make a commit-

ment to a child and we will
see them through into
adulthood by looking after
not only their physical,
social and spiritual needs
but also their education
and their future,” said
Alemu. This way they can
help themselves and oth-
ers.

During a recent visit,
Alemu met with some stu-
dents from the CHI pro-
gram. “It was particularly
gratifying to see that 10 of
them were now either at-
tending university or col-
lege,” smiled Alemu. “One
of  the students was study-
ing law, another was in his
fourth year of  engineering
and another studying wa-
ter management. That is
an extreme achievement
in our country where
there a very few opportu-
nities.”

Ed Sider started CHI 10
years ago. His experience
with street children in Gua-
temala prompted Sider to
take action and expose the
plight of  street kids to as
many Canadians as pos-
sible. Since then, CHI has
expanded and now employs
40 staff  to help 270 children
throughout Ethiopia, Gua-
temala, India and Sri
Lanka. CHI provides sup-
port to poor families with
children and operates nine
group homes for children
without families.

This year’s sponsored
walk, through the Kissing
Bridge Trail, attracted 42
adults raising close to
$8,000. The CHI garage
sale and barbecue, also on
May 4, raised just over
1,200.

Walk for  Kids program raises more than
$7,000 for children in Third World

JOANNE PEACH

ONTARIOLIVESTOCKREPORT
Tuesday, May 7, 2002

Fed cows sold steady. Veal sold
higher. A light run of horses sold
steady. Lambs sold steady to
stronger. Goats sold steady.
Receipts in cattle were 339 head.

Fed cows 57 to 68 with sales to
77. Veal calves, over 600lbs 82 to
96.50 with sales to 143; under
600lbs 81 to 87.50.
Receipts on horses were 38

head. 1000lbs and over 60 to 86;
800 to 1000lbs 33 to 132.
Receipts in sheep were 402 head.

Under 50lbs 115 to 160; 51 to
80lbs 125 to 155; over 80lbs 111
to 135. Sheep 30 to 45 with sales
to 60.
Receipt in goats were 27 head.

Kid goat 115 to 120. Goats 40 to
100.

Fed steers and heifers sold at
firm prices. Fancy types continue
to trade steady. Holstein steers
traded at $2 to $3 higher. Fed
cows also sold at $3 higher.
Feeder cattle sold on a steady
note. Open  dairy heifers sold
actively on good demand, with
springer and milking cows under
pressure. Veal sold steady. Pigs
sold higher.
Receipts in cattle were 1974.

Fed steers, large frame 106 to 116
with sales to 127; medium frame
103 to 106. Fed heifers, large
frame 104 to 120.50 with sales
to 125; medium frame 102 to 107.
Holstein steers 88 to 94 with sales
to 97. Fed cows 61 to 73 with
sales to 95. Replacement cattle,

steers over 800lbs 100 to 111;
600 to 800lbs 113 to 128 with
sales to 131; 400 to 600lbs 134
to 149 with sales to 156. Heifers
over 700lbs 88 to 100; 500 to
700lbs 103 to 118 with sales to
125; 300 to 500lbs 127 to 133
with sales to 155. Veal over
600lbs 77 to 96 with sales to 101;
under 600lbs 79 to 97. Bob
calves 220 to 495. Dairy cattle,
milk cows 1050 to 3400. Springer
cows and heifers 1200 to 3150.
Open dairy heifers 1150 to 2100.
Receipts in pigs were 230 head.

Pigs under 40lbs 82 to 108; 41
to 50lbs 86 to 100; 61 to 70lbs
70 to 79; over 70lbs 52 to 69.
Sows 23 to 34.50. Boars 20.50
to 21.

Thursday, May 09, 2002
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EDSS students get a taste
of French-Canadian culture

By Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne Peach
OBSERVER STAFF

Thirty students at
the Elmira District
Secondary School

(EDSS) experienced a
pleasant culture shock af-
ter visiting Quebec City
during the school’s annual
French trip.

Students are usually
reluctant to speak French
when they first arrive in
Quebec, said George
Malon, head of  the French
department. But gradually
“more and more came out
of  the wood work,”
particularly after they
started to reward them
with tickets. The guide
was also francophone and
very jovial, which helped
the students to relax and
experiment with the lan-
guage, added Malon.

Katie Toronchuk agreed,
“I’m a prime example, I
didn’t speak French for the
first two days and the next
two days I got over 30
tickets for speaking
French.”  Grade 12 student,
Brandi Dowe became so
accustomed to speaking

Students at EDSS improve their French-speaking skills after spending a long weekend in Quebec City
French during the trip
that she forgot to switch
back during a visit to a
restaurant on her way
back to Ontario. “I
thought we were still in a
French-speaking area so I
tried to order in French
and the server said
‘excuse me, are you
speaking French? I’m
English’,” laughed Brandi
Dowe.

“Not only did we learn
more about the language,
we also learned more
about the culture…the
narrow streets and the
quaint little buildings,”
smiled EDSS student
Jamie Hinsperger.

The four-day trip
included visits to the
historic Château
Frontenac, St. Annes
Church and various
museums as well as
exposure to traditional
French square dancing
and some lessons on
playing the spoons.

All the students agreed
the French food was
particularly good. “I liked
the crêpes and the hot
chocolate…it was so

creamy -- much nicer than
hot chocolate here,” said
Amy Wilson. “Yes it was
good,” concurred

JOANNE PEACH

Toronchuk but “I’m not
sure I liked the fried pig
ears.”

 During their stay, the

students stayed at the
L’Hôtel du Vieux Quebec
located in the downtown re-
gion of  the city.  Three

teachers, Marti Merlihan,
George Malon and Pam
Brooks supervised the stu-
dents throughout the trip.

TIME TO REMINISCE  EDSS students, Brandi Dowe, Jamie Hinsperger, Andrew Dumart, Amy Wilson, Rebecca Tischart
and Katie Toronchuk meet to discuss their recent trip to Quebec City.
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Wise customers read the fine print: *, **, † , ††, ◊ These are limited time offers which may not be combined with any other offers except Graduate Rebate. Retailer may
sell/lease for less. Retailer order/trade may be necessary. Lease/financing/purchase price excludes freight, taxes, licence, insurance and registration. See retailer for complete
details and conditions. Leases/financing subject to approval by DaimlerChrysler Financial Services. *, ** Lease for 2002 Dodge Caravan models equipped as described:
Dodge Caravan 28D; Dodge Caravan 28D + ALS. ** Monthly lease payment for Dodge Caravan 28D + ALS is $277. *, ** Based on a 48-month lease. Total lease obligation:
$18,081 Caravan 28D; $19,018 Caravan 28D + ALS. Lease finance interest rate is 3.3%. Kilometers limited to 81,600; charge of $0.15/km for excess kilometers. † Price
includes factory to retailer incentives and is applicable only to cash purchases of 28D model without Quad Convenience Package. If consumer chooses 0% purchase financing
then the negotiated price may be higher. †† 0% purchase financing up to 48 months on all 2002 Dodge Caravan models. Example: $25,000/$35,000@ 0% APR/48-month
term; monthly payment is $520.83/$729.17. Cost of borrowing is $0. Total obligation is $25,000/$35,000. ◊ Don’t pay for 90 days. See retailer for details. ∆ Graduate Rebate
applies as follows: $500 cash allowance on leased vehicles, $750 cash allowance on Neon purchase, $1000 cash allowance on purchase of vehicle excluding Chrysler Neon. Offer applies to all vehicles 
excluding Dodge Viper and Chrysler Prowler. Some conditions apply. See retailer for complete details and conditions. ‡ Warranty valid for 5 years or 100,000km, whichever comes first. Some conditions apply.
See retailer for details. ® Jeep is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation used under license by DaimlerChrysler Canada Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of DaimlerChrysler Corporation.

∆

VISIT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER, DODGE, JEEP® RETAILER OR DODGE.CA

Quad Seating

How do you make Canada’s #1
selling vehicle even better?

How do you make Canada’s #1
selling vehicle even better?

2002 Dodge Caravan SE

Remote Keyless EntryCD Player

SE 28D Features Include:
• 3.3L V6 engine – 180hp • 4-Speed automatic transmission • Air conditioning • Multistage driver and front passenger airbags

• Speed control • 7 Passenger seating • Power windows, locks and mirrors • Sentry-Key® theft deterrent system

For an additional
$19**

a month step up to the Quad Convenience Package including:

$258
*

or lease for

a month for 48 months.
With $4,402 downpayment
or equivalent trade.
Plus $300 security deposit
and $995 freight.

plus0%††

or choose

$23,388
†

Cash purchase for

Now for the first time ever on our most popular 
Caravan, Dodge introduces the Quad Convenience Package. 

Includes CD Player, Quad Seating and Remote Keyless Entry.

Now for the first time ever on our most popular 
Caravan, Dodge introduces the Quad Convenience Package. 

Includes CD Player, Quad Seating and Remote Keyless Entry.

◊

purchase 
financing
up to 
48 months.

For your peace of mind, all 2002 Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep models offer
a 5 year/100,000km powertrain warranty and roadside assistance.‡




